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LABOUR OVERCOMES EVERYTHING

The Emblem 
Designed by

Late Keduonyu Sekhose, Late J.B.  Jasokie 
and 

Late Akum Imlong in 1962
bears  the rising sun over an atomic structure signifying the aspirations,  

achievement of  mankind in the field of science.

 VISION 
To develop the college into a research driven education hub of national 

and international repute.
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It gives me  an immense pleasure  to 
place in your hand the 46th Volume 
of our annual college magazine 
‘ILLUME 2022 ’. This magazine  is 

not the outcome of the effort put by an 
individual, but is the immense effort put 
forward by the Literary Committee and my 
dear fellow Kscjians. From the varieties of 
writings , visuals and reports , the magazine 
like the literal       meaning of the word ‘Illume’ 
throws light upon the readers highlighting 
the activities of the college for the academic 
session 2021-22.

Time since 2020 has been nothing short of 
a dangerous ride the world rode together. 
We all faced a difficult time getting  adjusted 
to a new lifestyle, be it children cut off 
from school, or adults cut off from their 
social buzz. Yes, it has been difficult. After 
all, it’s a health crisis of the century. But, 
despite challenging times, how beautifully 
and bravely have we embraced the change. 
Every day, someone finds a solution to 
a problem that we might not have faced 
before Covid. Every day, we become more 
resilient and fresh winners. The world has 
continued to grow, people have continued 
to learn something new every day, humanity 
is continually coming closer (more quickly) 

to join hands and stand strong. Scientific 
breakthrough haven’t stopped as the world 
continues to evolve due to the lessons the 
humanity learned from the pandemic. In this 
age of the world  undergoing a significant 
change, let us also evolve and equip ourselves 
with the skill and knowledge to walk along 
with the rest of the world. 

The Literary Committee acknowledges the 
College Authorities, KSCSU Executives, 
contributors and all the students of Kohima 
Science College (Autonomous), Jotsoma 
for their constant support in bringing up 
this publication. While utmost care has 
been taken to ensure errorfree magazine, we  
sincerely contrite with unintended errors, if 
any.

‘ILLUME’ will continue to thrive the core 
value of Commitment, Accountability and 
Integrity. I hope that this magazine shall 
unquestionably  inspire us by enlightening 
with vantage points of the contents and also 
remind us the progress we have made so far.  
When you flip through the pages may you 
find love in small delights, unalloyed hope 
and faith in all that you read and see through. 

Best  wishes from the Literary Committee.

Editorial 
NOTE

H Viputo Yeptho
Literary & Cultural Secretary  

KSCSU
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MESSAGES
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As I write this message for the annual college magazine, I feel extremely happy 
and grateful to our Almighty God for giving me the privilege to head this 
prestigious institution. Kohima Science College, Jotsoma has a glorious 
history of 61 years during which it has managed to scale new heights and 

carved a niche for itself on the academic map of Higher Education in the state. It is a 
pride to see an institution growing into maturity. The college has emerged as a beacon 
of excellence, standing tall and taking pride in the galaxy of students who have walked 
through this very corridor. It goes without saying that our alumni are donning positions 
of great responsibility and honour across the country and abroad. We are proud of our 
students who are men and women of integrity and contributing to our society in many 
ways. I salute the efforts of all those principals and faculty chronicled in the annals of 
the college history who led this institution to its glory. Their commitment and dedication 
will forever be remembered. The backbone of every institution is its committed teachers 
who spark the imagination of their students and give wings to their dreams. Kohima 
Science College is fortunate to have highly qualified and dedicated teachers. I sincerely 
appreciate and value the efforts made by all the teachers to empower and enable the 
students to acquire new skills and help shape their future. The crystal clear and transparent 
admission system of the college has attracted meritorious students to the college from 
far and near. We are lucky to have the cream of the society as our student and who are 
the future of our society.  We strive for a vibrant and dynamic academic atmosphere in 
a wholesome and holistic exercise. The aim is to make learning an enriching, fulfilling 
and enjoyable experience. To uphold academic integrity, accountability, sustaining open 
and transparent systems and being sensitive to social responsibilities we need to have a 
collaborative, shared and consultative work culture among all the stakeholders. Let us all 
strive for cautious, consistent and catalytic improvement in the overall development of 
this prestigious institution and realise our vision of seeing this institution become a centre 
of excellence in the field of Higher Education in the country.

Omnia Vincit  Labor.

Message from the
PRINCIPAL’S 

DESK
DR. LILY SEMA 

Principal
Kohima Science College
(Autonomous), Jotsoma 



As the adage goes ‘ Rome was not built in a day so also Kohima 
Science College. Visions of the Founding Fathers had not 
gone in vain and our college has become one of the leading 
institution of our State. Dedication, hard work, sacrifices 

and perseverance of teachers, staff and students of the past six decades 
has been fruitful. The same vision of our college ‘ to develop the college 
into a research driven education hub of national and international 
repute’  should be a reality in the near future.

Education is the most sacred activity among the Homo Sapiens. 
Through true education develop the inner capabilities of man, bring an 
intellectual arousal and enabled to see beyond and become the architect 
of the future society for betterment of mankind. As the world grows 
into a techno-hub, change is apparent and it is crucial that younger 
generation should be able to discern the values of the emerging new 
trend of life style. So be the ambassador for this new world where one 
can give their best to bring a difference  to our society.

I am extremely happy that the Kohima Science College Students’ 
Union is bringing out the Annual  Magazine “ ILLUME “ 2022. 
Congratulations and wish you all the best.

Omnia Vincit  Labor.

VICE PRINCIPAL’S 
DESK MRS. THUNGBENI YANTHAN

Vice Principal
Kohima Science College
(Autonomous), Jotsoma 

Message from the
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2020-21
Ms. Onounungla 

SecretaryGeneral

CRs of BA/BSc VI

Anthropology :  Thejapietsu Mepfhuo
Botany :  Sedevinu Sale
Chemistry :  Runohi Thyug
Computer Sc. :  Mosokho Domeh
English :  Putulemla Kichu
Geography :  Thepfuvituo Khruomo
Geology :  Thungrhoni C. Ennio
Mathematics :  Stuart
Physics :  Kiyekali H. Yeptho
Statistics :  Etwapeule Nza
Zoology :  Tiatemsu 

CRs of BA/BSc IV

Anthropology :  Ms. B Bonglen Phom
Botany :  Helenshe S Thongliu
Chemistry :  Khetoka T Yepthomi
Computer Sc. :  Jewe-Ci Mero
English :  Dirila Sangtam
Geography :  Kikameren Kichu
Geology :  Vipao Lea
Mathematics :  Bunty Singh
Physics :  Mosthaque
Statistics :  Anongsongba I 
Zoology :  Lovi Achumi 

CRs of BA/BSC II

Anthropology :  Chumbeno Ezung
Botany :  Thejavizo Metha
Chemistry :  Athale Magh
Computer Sc. :  Wangshirenla Longkumer
English :  Neikhrienuo Nienu
Geography :  Melongchet Jamir
Geology :  Mhaphrovituo Rhatsu
Mathematics :  Thejavizo Rino
Physics :  Abel Domeh
Statistics :  Ashonthung C Kikon
Zoology :  Nourhevinuo Whuorie

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
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All glory and honour to our God Almighty 
for giving me this precious opportunity 
to serve the Kohima Science College 
Students’ Union. It was indeed a great 

learning platform for me and my executives. We had 
so many ups and downs but I thank the students 
and my colleagues for holding on and trusting me 
till the end which resulted in successful tenure. 

I would also like to thank my Advisor, Professors, 
and non-teaching staffs for their immense help 
towards the students community. Being the General 
Secretary was quite challenging yet, the knowledge 
and wisdom that I acquired is priceless.

The following students were elected to the 
Kohima Science College Students’ Union through 
the Interim Body for the session 2020-2021.

General Secretary -Ms.Onounungla Chang
Asst. General Secy -Ms. Thsakohla
Games & Sports Secy -Mr. Kevisede Savino
Information & Statistical Secy -Mr. H Viputo Yeptho
Boys Welfare Secy -Mr. Zekute Nuh
Girls Welfare Secy -Ms. Pangerremla
Literary Secy -Mr. Tekhe Kapfo
Science Club Secy -Mr. Thejasevor Pfukha
Natures Club Secy -Ms. Elnu Tsukru
Photography Secy -Mr. P Tanghiu Khiamniungan
Male Representative M.Sc -Mr. Manoj Karki
Female Representative M.Sc -Ms. Thontimongsen Chang



CRS of MSC IV

Anthropology :  Senkalong Jamir
Botany :  Kenei-u Loucu
Chemistry :  Mengukhrienuo Kuotsu
Geology :  Menuolie Khro
Mathematics :  Bosco Kandulna
Physics :  Neiketounuo Nisa
Zoology :  Neikielie-Ci Noemi Sote 

CRS of MSC II

Anthropology :  Akumtong Imchen
Botany :  Ketoulhouvinuo
Chemistry :  Yangerjungla
Geology :  Meliteu Tsido
Mathematics :  Neiprepe Lasuh
Physics :  Katemeren
Zoology :  Valo-u Venuh

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED 
AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

1)  Miss Nuvezolü khusoh from the department 
of Zoology was crowned Miss Nagaland Mega 
Model Hunt, while Miss Sophia from Botany 
dept was crowned first runner-up in the first 
season of Nagaland Mr & Mrs Naga Model Hunt 
presented by Nagaland Mega Entertainment on 
24th April 2021.

2)  Literary & Cultural Secretary along with 
Nature’s club Secretary organised an online 
video making and drawing competition on 5th 
June 2021 under the theme  ’Ecosystem and 
Restoration’.

The winners of the competition are listed as.

Drawing competition

1st  -  K Chemang, Geology dept  
2nd  -  Anulu Rhakho , Chemistry dept  
3rd -  Neikhrienuo Nienü ,English dept

Video making competition 

1st  -  Putulemla Kichu, English dept  
2nd  -  Katilemba Kichu, Physics dept   
3rd  -  Athale Magh, Chemistry dept

3) A continuous 5 days e-sport departmental 
tournament (PUBG & Mobile Legends) was 
organised from   6th-10th July 2021 by the 
games and sports secretary ,which was streamed 
on YouTube as well encouraging and advertising 
the young talents.

The winners of the above cited tournaments are; 
DCF

PUBG

1st  -  Mathematics dept 2nd - Chemistry

Mobile Legends 

1st  -  Chemistry 
2nd  -  Anthropology

4) In commemoration of the 75th Indian 
Independence day, as proposed by the 
Government, the IQAC Committee and the 
literary club held an online Essay competition on 
the 9th of August 2021 under the theme ‘ AZADI 
KI AMRIT MAHOTSAV’. The topic ‘India at 
100 years’ was given to the participants out of 
which a total of 9 students took part. Philomina 
Rutsa from the department of Geology secured 
the first position, Teresa Khosonamei from the 
department of                 Anthropology and Vipao 
lea department of Geology secured the 2nd and 
3rdposition respectively.

5)  Nine students from Kohima Science College 
jotsoma were declared winners of the online 
competition held by the Nagaland State AIDs 
control society on 30th September 2021 under 
the themes : HIV , Blood Donation and TB.

6)  HODs, Faculties and staffs along with KSCSU 
and MSc students took part in the social work 
as per the govt. order on 2nd October to 
commemorate Gandhi Jayanti and in pursuant 
to Nehru Yuva Kendra Action plan of clean 
India programme.

7)  In pursuit of the 20th Biennial ANCSU 
conference which was held on 22nd-23rd October 
2021, a mass social work was carried out with 
the help of MSc students on 21st October 2021.
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8)  Mr H Viputo Yeptho from the department of Botany represented Kohima Science College in the quiz 
competition organised by the Nagaland State AIDS Control society under the theme RRC against 
HIV on 22nd October; stood first in the competition.

9)  The 20th Biennial ANCSU conference was held at KSCJ from 22nd - 23rd October 2021. Wherein a 
clock tower was erected as a tribute by the ANCSU in KSCJ which was inaugurated on 23rd October

10)  Science Club in collaboration with the Literary and Nature’s Club, KSCSU  held an extempore speech 
and debate competition on  13th November, 2021.        
The Judges for the competition were Dr Chetan Kachara, (Asst Professor, Dept. of Physics) and Ms 
Rongdensungla Longkumer ( Asst Professor, Dept. of Geography).

Winners of the extempore speech competition were:
• 1st  -  Yungmei M.Sc Anthropology
• 2nd   -  Philomina Rutsa B.Sc Geology
• 3rd  -  Limanukshi Pongen B.Sc Physics
Winner of debate competition were: Opposition Team
• Best debater  :  1st  -  Elizabeth M.Sc Chemistry
     2nd  -  Razouletuo B.Sc Computer Science

11) On 19th of November ‘World Toilet Day’, the M.Sc students along with the executives participated in 
the awareness campaign competition organised by Jotsoma Primary Health Centre.                                                                                                                

12) The Office of the Principal Accountant General, Kohima ; Nagaland organized an extempore speech 
competition for college students on 24th November,2021.  Ms Philomina Rutsa from Geology Dept 
and Ms Huralu from Botany Dept represented the college in which Ms Philomina Rutsa stood third 
in the Competition.

13)  Kohima Science College, Jotsoma  on 30th November 2021, held its first ever convocation  for the batch 
of 2017-2021 (UG) and 2018 - 2021 (PG). The eligible candidates were conferred with their degree 
certificate wherein the gold medallists were also awarded with gold medal for their achievements.
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Firstly, all glory and honour to our almighty God. It has been an honour and a 
good experience  for me to have served as the 56th General Secretary of the 
Kohima Science College Students’ Union. 

It has always been a dream for me to serve the college and work for the welfare 
of the students ever since I joined this institution. Though it was the shortest tenure 
in the history of KSCSU, it has been an amazing journey with highs and  lows . I’m  
happy to see our students excelling in almost all disciplines and our college moving 
closer to where it should be as an institution. 

Some of the activities undertaken during the tenure 2021 - 2022 are  :

1. The KSCSU Executives were sworn in on the 16th  of   February, 2022.

2. The new executives held their first meeting on the 17th  of February, 2022.

3. The Union along with the authority, the  Students’ Body advisors,  IQAC, 
and  Class Representatives conducted the first general meeting on the 21st of 
February, 2022.

4. The Union attended the ANCSU 1st Union Assembly for the tenure  2021 - 2023 
on the 26th of February, 2022 held at Alder College, Kohima.

5. The Audition of Mr and Ms Mega Model Hunt 2022 (Season 2) was held on the 
2nd  of March, 2022 at the  college premises.

6. The Union along with the MSc students attended the International Women’s 
Day ceremony held at RCEMPA,  which was jointly organised by TAFMA and 
Kohima Science College on 8th March,2022.

7. An orientation programme organised by IQAC KSCJ, was held on 15th March, 
2022, on the topic Power Talk on Soft skills presented by Ruopfuzhano Whiso 
(fbb Colours Femina Miss India Nagaland).

8. 15 students along with the KSCSU executives attended the Governor’s Award 
Distribution Ceremony on 17th March, 2022 at Raj Bhavan , Kohima.

9. Students from the college were selected as volunteers for SAAF Cross– country 
and 56th National Cross– country  Championship , a historic event hosted by 
Nagaland on 26th March, 2022 at Indira Gandhi Stadium.

Mr. Kevisede Savino 

SecretaryGeneral
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10. Mr H Viputo Yeptho, BSc 4th  Semester (Botany) participated in the 2nd National 
Level RRC Quiz Competition held at the Rabindra Satabarshiki Bhawan, Tripura 
on 24th March, 2022 and bagged the first position, bringing laurels to the college 
and the state.

11. The College conducted its annual sports week i.e., Sports Fiesta 2022 from 28th 
- 31st March, 2022. The event was graced by Hovithal Sothu, Project Director 
TAFMA, Govt. of Nagaland.

12.  A felicitation ceremony was organised on the 31st March, 2022 by the Nagaland 
State Aids Control Society for the winner of the 2nd National Level RRC Quiz 
Competition 2022, Mr H Viputo Yeptho.

13.  The Union attended the first meeting held by Jotsoma Students Union on 5th April, 
2022 at the JSU Office, Jotsoma.

14.  The College hosted the Felicitation Program for Shri Arjun Munda, Hon’ble 
Minister of Tribal Affairs , Govt. of India on the 26th of April, 2022 at the college 
premises.

15.  The College held its Annual Parting Social  on 29th April, 2022 with Shri Abu 
Metha as the Guest Speaker.

16.  50 students along with KSCSU Executives attended the Edu Connect on 10th and 
11th May, 2022 hosted by the Invest  ment and Development Authority of Nagaland 
(IDAN).

17. Razouletuo Noudi and Radoyio from BSc 6th Semester represented the college in 
the Startup series hosted by the Educentre : School of Business at NEILET on 12th 
Mat, 2022.

18. 3 students from the college, Chumbeno Ezung, Neingusanuo Kire and Lilo Chishi 
went on a 5 day exposure tour organised by the National Commission of Women 
(NCW).

Some equipments purchased and set up during the tenure 2021 - 22:

1. Walkie- Talkie (for college events)

2. Sound systems ( for college events)

3. Music room (Old library, Top floor) which will be made available soon.

Lastly, I would like to thank each and every member of Kohima Science College family 
for your continuous support, help and cooperation rendered.

Long live Kohima Science College.

Omnia Vincit Labor.
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It has been an honor and a privilege to 
have served as the Games and Sports 
Secretary of Kohima Science College, 
a college distinguished as one of the 

finest in the State, for the academic session 
of (2021-2022).

My utmost gratitude to Kohima Science 
College for the assiduous and tremendous 
opportunities given to me. I am also thankful 
for the exposure to distinct phases of college 
activities and affairs from which I have 
procured  authentic experiences.

Some proposals and effort could not 
make it to light due to very miniscule and 
short timeframe. Despite all this, some  Co-

Curricular activities and achievements are 
Celebration of “SPORTSFIESTA” in the 
month of March. (First ever to be celebrated) 
Amelioration of Volleyball Court. One for 
boys and one for girls. To comply with the 
supposition from the students in general 
“SPORTSFIESTA” was introduced and 
celebrated  as the college annual sports 
week, unlike any other years which used to 
be held in the month of December, known 
as “WINFEST”. All these could be made 
feasible through your persistence aid, the 
Kohima Science College Student’s Union, 
the Students Community, my Advisors, and 
the Higher Authorities.

Secretary

Games & 

Thank You

Mr. Wangpoh W Konyak
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Secretary

There were many plans to be carried out but due to time constraints, busy schedule and 
various unavoidable circumstances, some could not be implemented. However, some  major 
facilities provided and events are as follows—

1. New water filter, cups, brooms, dust pans and dust bins were provided for the Boys’ Common 
room. 

2. Buckets, mugs, dustbins & handwash were provided for the Boys’ washroom ( both in 
Auditorium  and the new academic block)

3. Renovation of the Boys’ Common Room ( New Carpets and cushions)
4.  The Boys Welfare Secretary along with Natures Club Secretary and few volunteers from 

New Boys Hostel cleaned the dumping site below the Campus Christian Fellowship 
(CCF).

Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love’. 
Ephesians 4: 2

It was really a wonderful experience 

and also an immense pleasure serving 

as the Boys Welfare Secretary  

(2021 –22). I am indeed thankful to 

Kohima Science College for providing me 

this wonderful opportunity and a platform 

to develop myself into a better person in all 

aspects of life. The contribution and support 

of each and every individual of KSCJ while 

serving in the Students’ Union had been 

my source of confidence and motivation to 

work for the well being of all the students of 

KSCJ. Thank you so much everyone. God 

bless Kohima Science College. 

‘Omnia Vincit Labor‘

Funds Report (2021-22)

Opening  balance  -  ~ 46,440
Total withdrawal  -  ~ 25,000
Donation (To Nature’s Club)  -  ~ 5,000

Total expenses  -  ~ 17,493

Closing / Remaining balance  -  ~ 28,947

BOYS WELFARE

Mr. Supongnukshi
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GWS REPORT

FACILITIES PROVIDED FOR GIRLS (GIRLS COMMONROOM AND GIRLS WASHROOM)
 Sanitary pads for the vending machine.

 Electricity and daily water supply.

 Maintenance of the roster for girls washroom and common room.

 Renovation of Syrene  garden for recreation and leisure time.

 And basic necessities like handwash, garbage bags, dustbins, brooms, wrapping paper. 

FUNDS REPORT :
During the tenure 2021-2022, a total of 69660/- was received for the maintenance of girls welfare.

Henceforth , 

The amount handed was    - ` 69660/-

Total withdrawal                  - ` 25000/- 

Total expenditure                 - ` 24850/-

Remaining balance               - ` 44810/-

Thank you all. 

 I also wish great success to all the succeeding executives.

‘Omnia Vincit Labor‘ 

Serving as the GWS for the welfare of 
the college has not only  been  a great 
learning experience but instead it has  
equipped me with more knowledge 

and confidence to tackle any hurdles that life 
has in store for me. I would like to extend  my  
gratitude to each and every student of KSCJ 

for always offering the union with your utmost 
co-operation in every possible way. Even 
though many activities could not be carried 
out due to the shortage of time and various 
inevitable  circumstances  ,  some activities 
were carried out which was all possible , thanks 
to my advisor,  Asst  . Prof. Mary keditsu. 

Ms. Neangmei Konyak

‘LEADERSHIP IS NOT AN EXPERTISE, LEADERSHIP IS CONSTANT EDUCATION’.
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CLUB SECRETARY

It has been an immense privilege 
to have served as the Nature Club 
Secretary(2021-2022) and be a part 
of the Student’s Union in one of the 

most reputed colleges in our state. All glory 
and thanks to God. The experiences and 
wisdom gained throughout this short tenure 
has been a blessing and will forever remain 
and translate in the future endeavours 
as well. I would like to extend my utmost 
gratitude and thanks to my advisor Dr. 
Moaakum, my fellow executives and to all 
the Club Members for their support and 
cooperation during my tenure.

For the tenure 2021-2022, 139 students 
joined the Nature Club. A Lot of activities 
could not be carried out as it was plagued 
with a very short tenure, but the Nature 
Club took active participation in all the 
social works which were assigned to the 

club. The Club took the initiative to create 
its own Club badge which was presented 
to all the club members. On 22nd April, 
2022, the Nature Club along with the 
Science Club celebrated Earth day where 
members from both the club attended the 
program which implemented on spreading 
awareness in regard to the importance of 
protecting, conserving and investing in 
our Environment. On 4th June, 2022, the 
Nature Club and the NCC, observed World 
Environment Day.

The growing concern with the sheer 
amount of environmental issues which has 
surrounded us and the situation not getting 
any better , it has become ever so important 
to have a  Nature Club, making Students 
aware and contributing towards our nature. 
I hope and believe in the coming days more 
students will join the club. 

“A SMALL STEP TODAY WILL BRING A BIG CHANGE TOMORROW”

‘Omnia Vincit Labor‘

Nature
Mr. Suyim Jamir
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Secretary

It has been a tremendous honour 
to have served as the Science Club 
Secretary for the tenure 2021-2022. 
This role has taught me the importance 

of shouldering responsibilities and has given 
me the opportunities to grow as a person. A 
total of 80 students signed up as members of 
the Science Club for the tenure 2021-2022. 
Some of the activities undertaken during my 
tenure were: On the 14th of March 2022, a 
short meeting was held with the Science Club 
Advisor, Dr. Chetan Kacharra, to discuss the 
various activities that are to be conducted. 
Following which, a meeting was held with 
the Club members, where the information 
was relayed.

The maintenance of the Science Club 
Board, which is situated near the principal’s 
office, was put into action. The members 
of the club were divided based on their 
departments and were given responsibilities 

to put up articles, images, quotes, etc. on a 
weekly basis. On the 19th of April 2022, a 
moon gazing activity was organised where the 
participants were taught about the different 
stages of the moon and about the workings 
of a telescope and how to operate it. I thank 
the Physics Department for allowing us the 
use of their two telescopes for the said event.

On the 22nd of April 2022, The 
Science Club along with The Nature Club 
organised a video screening on the topics of 
Climate Change, Tree Plantation and Waste 
Management on account of Earth Day 2022.

I would like to extend my sincerest 
gratitude to my advisor, Dr. Chetan 
Kacharra, my fellow KSCSU executives, all 
the members of the Science Club and to all 
the students of KSCJ for all their support 
and cooperation during my short tenure.

Thank You All.

“However difficult life may seem, there is always something you can do and succeed at. 

It matters that you don’t just give up”  ~Stephen Hawking

‘Omnia Vincit Labor‘

SCIENCE CLUB

Mr. Limanukshi Pongen
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KSC (A) J EUReport2021-2022
Blessed greetings to all in the name of our lord and savior Jesus Christ. 

I would like to express my gratitude to the editorial team for this platform and their 
tireless time and effort. God bless!  I also would like to acknowledge the college 
authorities and members of the CCF (Campus Christian Fellowship) for their 
support towards the ministry.

Brief history: Evangelical Union (EU) is a student ministry which began in 1951 
after a few humbled number of believing students gathered together in Madras for 
prayers, felt the need for more deeper and intimate fellowship with the Lord. They met 
at Prof. H. Enoch’s residence for fellowship and there the first EU was formed. EU is 
inter-denominational and thus, regardless of different denominations, we come together 
for fellowship and prayer, to grow together in Christian life while also reaching out to 
the non-believing students. First EU in Nagaland was established in Fazal Ali College in 
1965. EU in Kohima Science College Autonomous Jotsoma was established in 1969.

Vision Statement: “Transformed students impacting the campuses and the nation as 
disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.”

Mission Statement: “USEI seeks to evangelise Post-matric students in India, nuture 
them as disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ . That they may serve the church and the 
society.”

UESI has four aims: Evangelism, Fellowship, Testimony and Mission.

KSC(A)J EU for the tenure 2021- 2022 was consecrated on 21st April, 2021 with 29 
members. Senior Advisors:                                              

1.  Dr. Seyiekhrielie Whiso 2. Mr. Robin Temsu
 Motivated to fulfill the statements and aims of UESI, EU KSC(A)J undertakes 

various activities. EU services went online from the month of May till October and 
first offline fellowship for the tenure was taken on 3rd November 2021. EU activities 
taken    during the tenure in accordance with fulfilling our aims are as follows:

Evanglism:            
1.  Gospel fellowship every 1st and 4th Sundays at 4:00 p.m    
2.  Personal evangelism practised on personal level.     
3.  Evangelistic week conducted on 21st- 27th February, 2022.

Fellowship:          
1.  Fellowship service every 2nd Sundays.       
2.  Fellowship every Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
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 ‘Teacher’s Bible study’ , prayer meetings and activities like Quite time and 2/2 fellowship were 
conducted under Tuesday Fellowship. 

3.  Circle Secretaries and MIG’s in various hostels undertook their respective fellowship daily, weekly, 
monthly basis.                                

4.  SDTC (Summer Discipleship Training Camp) held online from 8th to 12th September, 2021 with 40 
campers, 10 officials and 09 speakers were a part of the camp.      

5.  Pre-christmas celebration in collaboration with tribal fellowship on 28th Nov 2021 with Mr. Moatoshi 
Imsong (State Secretary, UESI) as the speaker.        

6.  Hostel penetration was conducted on 11th & 12th February, 2022 where 52 hostels and rent were 
covered.

Testimony:              
1.  Testimonial night on 27th February, 2022.
Mission:              
1.  Mission fellowship every 3rd Sunday.         
2.  Campus cleaning by the committee members, MIG’s and volunteers on 19th February and 19th March, 

2022.                            
3.  Jumble Sale in aid of SDTC 2022, on 26th March, 2022 while also fulfilling the mission to reach the 

underprivileged society. 
4. Biography of missionaries were available in the library.
Other activities:            
1.  Apart from Gospel, fellowship, mission and testimony service, we also conducted orientation program 

for the new committee members, freshers welcome service and thanksgiving services.   
2.  Sister Kamlih and Brother Charakungbo attended the Leadership Training Camp, organised by the 

KICEU (Kohima Inter- Colligiate Evangelical Union).       
3.  EU opened stall during College Sports, 28th to 31st March, 2022.     
4.  Musical Night on 27th March.          
5.  Sevice by outgoing committee on 3rd April 2022.

Under the guidance of God and our senior advisors, the teamwork of the committee members and the 
co-operation of the EU members and EGFs, the above activities were of great success. We thank you all for 
your constant support throughout our tenure. God bless you all!

I, on behalf of my team thank every individual, we appreciate the care, time and energy you have given 
towards the ministry. May God bless you abundantly! Our tenure as active committee members ended on 
10th April, 2022. Remember us, the outgoing seniors, as we venture to a new calling that God has in store 
for us. All the very best to the new committee. The new committee members were consecrated by Brother 
Viketuo Chupou and will be led by Ms. Kamlih as the President.

“Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good. His love endures forever.” Psalm 136:1

Wishing God’s best for you all.  

                                    
  Praise God!
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Report of the  
KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE 

AUTONOMOUS JOTSOMA,   
SW UNIT, 2021-2O22

National Cadet Corps (NCC) was 
established in 1948, which is a 
highly reputed  body and also the 
second line of defense. With the 

motto “unity and discipline ”, the NCC strive to 
be and is one of the greatest  cohesive force of 
the nation , bringing together the youth hailing 
from different parts of the country and molding 
them into united , secular and disciplined 
citizens of the nation.  

1 NAGA GIRLS BN NCC

1 NAGA Girls BN NCC, Kohima Science College Autonomous Jotsoma was started in July 2019 
with authorized strength of 36 cadets,under Associate NCC Officer LT. T.K. Medoweu-ü.

PRESENT DETAILS OF THE UNIT :   

Directorate  : North East Region , NER         
Name of the unit :   1 NAGA Girls BN NCC, SW        
Group Headquarter :   Kohima         
Group Commander  :   Brigadier K. Venugopal, SM      
Commanding Officer  :   Colonel Abdul Hameed Khan       
Associate NCC Officer  :   LT. T.K. Medoweu-ü.      
Senior Under Officer  :   Neangmei Konyak.

ACTIVITIES  PARTICIPATED FROM 2021-2022 

1.  EBSB CAMP PHASE  23rd – 24th Aug 2021 

 The camp was conducted online due to the COVID-19 pandemic . Cadets  from different parts of 
India participated in the camp representing their own culture , cuisine and traditions through a power 
point presentation.Cdt Sosentetla Aier of 1 Naga Girls BN NCC, KSCAJ Unit gave a presentation 
on the topic “Greetings and common sentences in Native dialect of NER.”on the second day of the 
camp, cadets were assigned to join EXPA session on 25th and 26th Aug and were given Certificates 
through the Cadet app.   

2.  ASSAM RIFLE PROGRAM, 2021:

 Assam rifle , 1 AR kohima organized a program on 12th October, 2021 where 11 cadets represented 
from 1 NAGA Girls BN NCC KSCJ Unit. The program was followed by the arrival of NCC cadets  
at WAR MEMORIAL where cadets from different colleges also attended the program followed by 
the laying of wreath by senior most cadet. Screening of Swarnim Vijay Varsh movie was displayed.   

3.  CLEANLINESS DRIVE

 Under the guidance of LT. TK. Medoweu-ü, a cleanliness drive was carried out by the  KSCJ NCC 
cadets, where 16 cadets were from 1 NAGA Girls  BN NCC, KSCJ participated in the cleanliness  
drive.                             

4. ALL INDIA KANCHAJUNGA SIKKIM TREK  (Girls) 2021:    

 Held from 7th November , 2021- 16th November 2021, 15 cadets from 1 NAGA GIRLS BN NCC 
attended the trekking expedition to SIKKIM. CPL Sosentetla Aeir represented from Kohima Science 
College Autonomous Jotsoma.
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5.  SALUTATION PROGRAM HELD  AT WW-II CEMETERY KOHIMA:       
A salutation program was held at WW-II Cemetery kohima on 12th November 2021. Five  cadets of 1 
NAGA GIRLS BN NCC representing Kohima Science College (Autonomous), Jotsoma attended the 
program. The cadets were CPL Nevesalü Nakro, CPL Priya Kumari, CPL Mongsenlepla Oungh, CPL 
Chongkoi L Khiamniungan, CPL Kekhrievinuo Yashü. It was a privileged for the cadets as it uplifted  
the inspiration to serve one’s Native .   

6.  FELICITATION PROGRAM TO COMMEMORATE THE INDO-PAK WAR VETERANS AND 
THEIR NEXT OF-KINS  AND NCC DAY:  

 On 29th November NCC organised Vijay Shrankhala to commemorate the 1917 Indo-pak War Veterans 
and their next of-kins and felicitated them at 1AR, Kohima and followed by NCC day. 5 cadets of 1 
NAGA Girls BN NCC of  Kohima Science College (Autonomous), Jotsoma attended the program 
namely LCPL Wanloi Konyak, CPL Priya Kumari, SGT Swuli Chishi, SGT Sharon Sumi and JUO 
Naroinla. JUO Naroinla was one of the master of ceremonies for both the program. The chief guest, 
Viresh Pratab Singh, congratulated NCC, Kohima for taking the initiative to organise this program.   

7.  COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINNING CAMP (CATC)-98, 2022   

 CATC-2022 was held from 21st  FEB, 2022 at two discrete location i.e., Kohima College, Kohima and 
Assam Rifle(1 AR, Kohima). 32 cadets from 1Naga Girls attended the camp. On the last day of the 
camp, JUO Naroinla of Kohima Science College, NCC was awarded a  Silver medal for the best firing 
along with the cadets of other colleges.   

8.  SAAF CR0SS COUNTRY CHAMPION & NATIONAL CROSS-COUNTRY, NAGALAND 2022   

 India hosted a South Asian, National Cross- Country Championship at Kohima, Nagaland on 26, march 
2022 under the aegis of the South Asian Athletics Federation of India. The event witnessed around 
1,000 participations from Maldives, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh and India. 50 cadets from Kohima 
Science College, Jotsoma out of which 22 cadets were from 1 Naga Girls BN NCC, KSCJ worked as 
a volunteer under the supervision of Shri Abu Metha, Associate Vice-President of Athletics Federation 
of India. This event had provided a great opportunity and experience to the cadets of 1Naga Girls BN 
NCC, Kohima Science College Autonomous, Jotsoma. 

SUBMITTED BY: LT. TK. Medoweu-ü.  
RECORDED BY: Naroinla, Junior Under Officer.   
REPORTED BY: Neangmei Konyak, Senior Under Officer.  
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National Cadet Corps (NCC) was founded in 1948 under the NCC Acts XXXVI by 
the Ministry of Defence (MOD). It’s headquarter is located in New Delhi. NCC 
is the tri-service voluntary organisation comprising the army, Navy   and the Air 
Force. On passing the ‘C’ Certificate exam, cadets can apply for NCC special entry 

scheme in which they will be exempted from written UPSC-CDSE exam. NCC is one of the 
biggest youth organisations in the world today with a total strength of nearly 14 lakhs cadets. 

NCC offers huge scope and opportunities to the cadets. Cadets can attend camp in any 
parts of India without spending a penny from their pockets, provides incentives for cadets to go 
abroad and visit numerous alliance countries through Youth Exchange Programme (YEP). The 
Government bears all the travelling expenses. Moreover, cadets get their travelling allowances 
(TA) and daily allowance (DA) all financed by the Government of India.  

CARDINALS  OF NCC                                                 
•  BE PUNCTUAL                                                                     
•  OBEY WITH A   SMILE
•  WORK HARD WITHOUT FUSS                                    
•  MAKE NO EXCUSE AND TELL NO LIES  
BRIEF STRUCTURE OF NCC          
•  GROUP HEADQUARTER: KOHIMA            
•  DIRECTORATE: NORTHEAST REGION (NER)       
•  GROUP COMMANDER: LT.GEN.GURBIRPAL SINGH       
•  COMMANDING OFFICER: LT.GEN.TARUN KUMAR AICH 
CAMPS: Republic Day camp [RDC], All India Vayu Sanik Camp [AIVSC], Special National 
Integration Camp [SNIC], Combined Annual Training Camp [CATC], Airmen Attachment 
camp [ATC], other exciting NCC camp includes flying, trekking, rock climbing, shooting, 
para jumping, para sailing, advance leadership camp, officers training academy [OTA] and 
many more. 
STRUCTURE OF COLLEGE NCC 
1.  CARETAKER OFFICER: Asst. Professor Vitholeto Nagi[Dept. Of Geology]   
2.  SENIOR UNDER OFFICER: Bendangtoshi  Amri
3. FILE INCHARGES: Cpl.  Razouletuo Noudi, L.Cpl Kikasangla

N0.1 NL AIR SQN (FLG) NCC
KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE

MOTTO: UNITY & DISCIPLINE
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4. DRILL INSTRUCTORS: CUO Nahpang Konyak, Sgt. Chodivinu  Kennao
5.  INFORMATION SECRETARY: CWO  Sentipong  Longchar  
6.  TREASURER: CPL. Vikhotonu  Ichu
7.  UNIFORM INCHARGES: Cpl. H .Boliwi  Swu, Cadet Imlinungba Ao 
 TOTAL STRENGTH ALLOTED: 50 Cadets.  
 Class Timing: 2:30 – 4:30Pm (Thrice in a week). 
Camps and activities conducted during the academic year 2021-22: 
1.  No.1 NL AIR SQN(FLG) NCC, KSCJ had a ranking day on 7th October 2021 for 3rd years where 

cadet Bendangtoshi Amri was promoted to the rank of SUO. 
2.  On the 12th October 10 cadets from KSCJ Air wing went to Assam Rifle Camp for the Seminar ‘150 

years celebration on 1971 Indo-Pakistan War.’ 
3.  20 cadets from Air wing Volunteered for ANCSU 20th biennial general conference from 22nd - 23rd 

October hosted by KSCJ.
 4.  On 23rd October Sgt Ahanlo Khing, Cpl. Razouletuo Noudi and Cpl. H.Bolivi Swu went for ‘Best 

cadet’ selection at Assam Rifle Camp, Kohima. 
5.  On 7th October Cpl Vikhotonu and Cpl H.Bolivi Swu went for Kanchanjunga Sikkim trek which was 

held from 9th-22nd November 2021 at Sikkim. 
6.  Cadet Khampei T Konyak, Cadet Lily Monyu Konyak and Cadet Evedulu Kezo were selected for pre-

RDC 2021 which was held from 25th  November to 5th December, 2021.
7.  CATC 2022: 27 Cadets of NCC Air wing (2nd and 3rd year) attended CATC 98 which was held from 

21st-27th Feb at Kohima College, Kohima organized by 1 Naga Girls Battalion.
8.  20 Cadets Volunteered in KSCJ Sports Fiesta 2022 which was held from 28th -31st March.
9.  Cadets also contributed in social activities such as social work in college premises, blood donation in 

various occasions and conducting awareness programs.  

RECORDED BY: Cpl. Razouletuo Noudi and L.Cpl. Kikasangla Jamir 
Reported By: Senior Under Officer Bendangtoshi Amri 
Submitted By: Care Taker Officer Vitholeto Nagi 
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Directorate : North East Region (NER)
Group Headquarter : Kohima
Group Commander : Lt.Gen.Gurbirpal Sing
Commanding Officer : Col.Daniel Lotzem
Associate NCC Officer : Lieut. Savilie Yhor
Senior Under Officer : SUO, NYEMNYEI  KONYAK

24 NAGA (I) COY, NCC
 Report on the

 (2021-2022)

The national Corps (NCC) established on 15th July 1948 with its motto “Unity and Discipline” 
( Ekta  aur  Anushashan )has emerged as one of the largest voluntary youth organization in 
the world. It is a three tier organization viz. Army, Air and Navy with the strength of over 14 

lakhs  Cadets.
Director General NCC, located at the New Delhi control oversees various activities of the NCC 
through 17 NCC Directorate  spread  across the country it is a premier organization foster the youth 
towards the armed  force,  personality development and  icons of building.

CARDINALS OF NCC

 Be punctual
 Obey with the smile 
 Work hard without fear
 Make no excuse and tell no lies

BENEFITE IF BEING AN NCC CADET

 NCC Certificates
 Camps all over the India and aboard
 personality grooming and exposure 
 NCC special entry into armed forces, reservation and mark
 Relaxation for competitive exam

ASSAM RIFLE PROGRAM, 2021:

Assam rifle  1 AR kohima organized a program on 12thOctober, 2021 where 7 cadets represented 
from 24 naga (I) coy,ncc (SD) KSCJ. The program was followed by the arrival of NCC cadets  at 
WAR MEMORIAL where cadets from different colleges also attended the program followed by the 
laying of wreath by senior most cadet. Screening of Swarnim Vijay Varsh movie was disrplayed. 

CLEANLINESS DRIVE:-   

Under the guidance of LT. TK. Medoweu-ü, a cleanliness drive was carried out by the  KSCJ 
NCC cadets, where 6 cadets were from 24 naga (I) coy,ncc (SD) ,KSCJ participated in the cleanliness  
drive.
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COMBINED ANNUAL TRAINNING CAMP (CATC)-98, 2022

The Combine Annual Training Camp( CATC) is conducted for SD,SW,JD and JW cadets 
over a period of 10 Days or even less than that according to the days given by the Unit. During 
the camp, training endeavour should be made to give cadets maximum exposure to range 
drill, firing and specialized training with emphasis on community living, discipline, character, 
confidence building and First aid. The CATC aims to introduce to cadets to a regimental way 
of life and helps in developing comradery,team work, leadership qualities and self confidence 
among the cadets. The cadets are exposed to the excitement of camp life where they apply the 
theoretical knowledge that they had gained in Institutional training. It is mandatory for the 
cadets of Senior Division to attend at least two during their tenure being an NCC cadet apply for 
the ‘C’ Certificate Exam. The CATC camp is a local camp which is need within the state under 
the aegis of respective NCC Directorates.

ABOUT CATC KOHIMA NCC   as well as Annual Training Camp us a platform where we 
get chances to learn various subjects such as drill, weapon training,map reading,adventures,self-
defence, military history, physical fitness, field craft and battle craft. Drill is very important 
part for NCC cadets in this training camp. There are also many interactive sessions with thr 
ANOs and Seniors where they share their experiences about the time they spent in NCC, other 
camps and about the activities they participated in and more other knowledgeable things they 
experienced. The CATC camp for the colleges of kohima was organized by the 24NL(I) COY 
from November 5 to November 11,2021 at Kohima College Kohima. Altogether 6(Six) College’s 
from kohima attended the Camp. The Commanding Officer Of the Unit Colonel Daniel Lotzem 
did the briefing for the cadets. Altogether 7(Seven) 3rd Years, 10(Ten) 2nd years and 7( Seven) 
1st Years attended the camp from our college i.e., Kohima Science College, Jotsoma. The 2nd 
Years from 6 different colleges attended the camp namely.i) Kohima Science College, Jotsoma ii) 
St. Joseph College, Jakhama iii) Kohima College Kohimaiv) Japfü Christian College v) Model 
Christmas College vi) Modern College

SAAF CR0SS COUNTRY CHAMPION  & NATIONAL CROSS-COUNTRY, 
NAGALAND  2022  India hosted a South Asian, National Cross- Country Championship at 
Kohima, Nagaland on 26, march 2022 under the aegis of the South Asian Athletics Federation 
of India. The event witnessed around 1,000 participations from Maldives, Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Bangladesh and India.50 cadets from Kohima Science College, Jotsoma out of which 20 cadets 
were from 24 naga (I) coy,ncc (SD), KSCJ worked as a volunteer under the supervision of Shri 
Abu Metha, Associate Vice-President of Athletics Federation of India.This event had provided 
a great opportunity and experience to the cadets of 24 naga (I) coy,ncc (SD), Kohima Science 
College Autonomous, Jotsoma.  

Jai Hind
Reported by: SUO NYEMNYEI KONYAK
Submitted by: Lieut. Savilie Yhor, Associate NCC Officer
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Alohomora is the book club of KSCJ, set up in the month of April 2022 with 
the focus to propel the habit of reading and the love of literature among 
the students. The present Literary and Cultural Secretary approached the 
advisors and the concerned authority with the intention to set up a proper 

book club in the college and was given the green light. 

At present, the book club has 27 members and is focusing on the literary works of 
Naga writers. In the coming days, Alohomora will dive into different literary genre from 
across the globe such as non-fiction, fiction, sci-fi, mystery, self-help, poetry, psychology, 
etc. 

The name of the book club Alohomora is inspired from a fictional spell from the 
Harry Potter book series. It is a spell used to open locks on doors and windows.  

The first book club meeting was held on April 13, 2022 in the college’s auditorium. 
Since the inception of the book club, two cycles of borrow-a-book has been conducted 
where the club members could borrow a book of their choice from the books available 
for a time span of one week. 

It has been a wonderful experience to supervise the book club this semester and I 
express my gratitude to H Viputo Yeptho, the Literary and Cultural Secretary for being 
at the forefront in bringing the book club to life. 

The book club is still in its cradle and I am optimistic for the future activities of 
the club. In the coming days, the book club will take up myriad interesting activities 
such as book reviews, swap-your-favourite-book, literary charade games and hopefully, 
meet-and-greet with prominent Naga writers among others. Constructive criticism and 
suggestions are always welcome to improve the book club. 

As I bow out from supervising the book club, it is my earnest aspiration that the 
club members and the literature enthusiasts alike would help to create an environment of 
book reading and accelerate the appreciation of literature in the campus. 

As Franz Kafka wrote “A book must be the axe for the frozen sea within us”, let us 
adapt the beautiful art of reading and melt the blues of our heart. 

Hope and prayers for Alohomora and all bibliophiles!

Philomina Rutsa

AlohomoraBOOK CLUB
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LITERATURE&
 ART COLUMN

Essays, Articles, Poems & Arts





“It is the best of times,
 It is the worst of times,
 It is the age of wisdom,

 It is the age of foolishness,
 It is the epoch of belief,

 It is the epoch of incredulity,
 It is the season of Light,

 It is the season of Darkness,
 It is the spring of hope,

 It is the winter of despair,
 We have everything before us,

 We have nothing before us,
 We are all going direct to Heaven,

 We are all going the other way in short,....”
                                             Charles Dickens

IN NAGALAND WAY FORWARD

Blending tradition
and modernity

The above quoted lines from the 
famous work of Charles Dickens, “A 
Tale Of Two Cities “we can pretty 
much relate to the present scenario 

of our beloved state Nagaland, it is true that 
we are living in the best of times, we are 
entertained daily with many new news about 
inventions and development, we live in times 
of wonder and miracle, impossible does seem 
possible in every way yet the contrary we live 
in the worst of times, crime of unimaginable 
takes place despite the advancement we 
live in, there is corruption, there is black 
marketing, there is human trafficking, people 
have disguise themselves in the best  clothing 
yet underneath it, the real evil lies, there is so 
much light and yet there is so much darkness. 
Who is to be blamed for? Is it because we 
were so hostile to the changes ? Is it because 
we never really understood the real stigma? 

Or the last question is because we are born 
with the thirst, thirst for power, thirst for 
knowledge, thirst for freedom, thirst for 
superiority? These are some few which can 
never settle down with the winds of change. 
The topic gives us so much to discuss about 
ourselves and our motherland. Where do we 
actually stand in this fast changing world ? Is 
our foundation strong enough to withstand the 
huge waves hitting and splashing on us ? We 
have undergone evolution that is transition of 
us being living in fear and darkness over our 
neighbourhood to that of the spirit of oneness. 
We learned that unity will bring us strength, 
we learned that Christian faith is the way to 
salvation, we learned that it is time to stop our 
head hunting practices and that real bravery 
is when you forgive and embrace your enemy, 
we learned that women and men can live and 
work together, we learned that education is 
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the key to ultimate freedom. Through all 
these learnings, we sense the coming of 
modernity wave, is the wave safe enough to 
lead us to a brighter tomorrow or is it just 
a notion that we are trying to achieve We 
come to a point that if we should consider 
modernity a threat to our embodied 
tradition of values and culture or is it our 
ignorance that is pushing our identity back 
and placing the new host ahead to take its 
toll on us, we need to analyse this situation 
by understanding the meaning of each word 
of the title and it straight leads to the word, 
“ blending” what is it that really blends and 
what makes the perfect blending? To begin 
there is no such thing as perfect, everything 
has its own flaw and so in my point of view 
and yours.

The word blending is a mixture or a 
combination of two different things , now 
with the next word, “tradition” is a culture, 
custom or belief that is passed down 
through generations. While “modernity” is 
the state of being current ,or up with the 
times. “The modernity of yesterday is the 
tradition of today, and the modernity of 
today will be the tradition of tomorrow”,  
Jose Andres Puerta, quite true to the very 
last word of Mr. Jose, the changes that had 
taken place was the modernity of yesterday 
but like time growing  it has set new bars 
for new modernity.  Yesterday owing a head 
was considered brave and modern now it is 
pictured as vicious and backward, so was 
yesterday owing a Nokia,a handset was 
considered modern.

The Naga Society has started to live 
in two  dimensions, the traditional and 
the modern era. The people of Nagaland 
have accepted modernity in professional 
work simultaneously, they continue to be 
traditional in personal life by retaining their 

values and attitudes. It must be said that 
tradition and modernity should co-exist in 
harmony ,meaning they both should be in a 
balance state or in other words we can say 
one should not be superior than the other.
We must keep in mind that the tradition and 
modernity should go hand in hand.

        The modern period in Naga Society 
is said to have begun during the British 
colonisation as early as 1832 when the 
British captains travelled through the 
Angami territory .The arrival of Christian 
missionaries in state had greatly impacted 
the Naga Society from head hunting era 
to brotherhood.The advent of modernity 
in Naga Society thus took place owing to 
the colonial intervention,which paved a 
way for christian missionaries to spread 
new religion.Miles Bronson who was the 
first missionary to the Nagas was believed 
to have arrived in 1839 and also the arrival 
of American Baptist Missionary E.W Clark 
and his wife Mead Clark established a 
school which was the first in Nagaland.Rev 
C.D King ,Dr Rivernberg,Rev Dr Witter 
were the other christian missionaries who 
worked among the Nagas.The Nagas were 
also recruited as labour crops in France 
during the First World War,which inhibited 
a strong socio-political foundation,thereby 
on return established the Naga club in 
1918.Such development towards identity  
consciousness draws Nagas towards a 
modern era.

           Thanks to the British and the American 
missionaries ,who had made a tremendous 
changed among the Nagas .Who knows if 
it weren’t them ,the Nagas would still be 
holding on the indigenous faith and practices 
of their forefathers.In the mid 19th century 
,the Nagas were an animist.Animism is the 
belief in the existence of spiritual beings 
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inhabiting the natural world.Religion was 
embedded in our culture but just because 
we have come out of the traditional religion 
doesn’t mean we have lost our culture.We 
must always keep in mind that the tradition 
is something we must be rooted into and it 
is something  that is holding us back even 
though we live in this modern era.

The arrival of missionaries in 
Nagaland transformed Naga history.The 
conversion of  the Nagas to christianity 
was the beginning of many great changes 
in Nagaland. It was the starting point of 
modernisation among the Nagas . Although 
the progress of christianity in Nagaland 
was very slow as the attitudes of the Nagas 
towards the missionaries was hostile in 
the beginning.The ones who converted to 
christianity were persecuted by their own 
clan and sometimes by the whole villagers.
The activities of the missionaries were not 
merely confined to conversion but they also 
carried out  other social activities such as 
medical care and formal education .At the 
same time when the concept of one God had 
been taught to the Nagas ,who believed in a 
number of spirits and had a religion with an 
accompanying set of elaborate rituals,they 
responded to the simplicity and the logic 
of the new religion.The so called glory that 
the Nagas derived by hunting the heads of 
their fellow men was replaced by a zeal for 
service to humanity. Christianity indeed 
has been the single most dynamic factor 
in modernising Naga society .It opened 
the door for the Nagas to think in a global 
context and brought them into the fold of 
a world family.The Nagas, once known 
and feared for their head-hunting practices 
were transformed into  a modern society.
Christianity uplifted the mental ,spiritual 
and physical lifestyle of the Naga people.

         The effect of western culture is greatly 
seen in our customs,traditions ,social and 
moral behavior ,our love and respect for 
others .The western culture had greatly 
influenced the Nagas in many ways like,the 
dressing styles,eating habits ,way of living 
and many more.Westernisation has both 
good and bad impact among the societies 
depending on the people.It is good to adopt 
western culture but at the same one should 
not forget his/her tradition.Western culture 
is not altogether bad ,although it has made 
our life faster but enhanced the technology 
has also made our life easier and comfortable.
We need to give importance to our culture 
and tradition which taught us good moral 
behavior and to live in peace and harmony 
with others by the way of increasing our 
tolerance and patience .Its time to realize 
both the goodness and harmful effects 
of western and our culture and adopt 
goodness and get rid of those cultural 
practices that are degrading the quality of 
human life.The influenced of korean culture 
among the Nagas is also a second wave of 
westernization.The youngsters of Nagaland 
are addicted to k-pop culture and have even 
started to imitate them in so many ways,like 
dressing styles , hairstyles etc,.Not only 
young ones but even the grown ups are 
also influenced by their culture .Wearing 
of glasses was not so common before but 
now almost everyone,of course some wear 
under the condition ,that they are advised 
by the doctors or under the consultancy 
of the doctors but some people wear it just  
because it has become a fashion . Instead 
of only getting influenced by western 
countries why don’t we promote and show 
our culture and tradition to the world so 
that they also get influenced by us and we 
by them?.We Nagas are adopting western 
culture and trying to fit in their shoes but 
first we must question ourselves whether 
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we are rooted in our tradition or not.We can 
have an American or  a British accent or we 
could be living  in  other western parts of the 
world but we can never become them and 
they will never accept us as their own.We 
must not let the  good deeds and the legacy 
that our  grandparents had inherited on us 
fade away but cherish them each and every 
moment of our life regardless of where we 
live and what we have become.Even though 
we maybe living in this modernised world 
we must never forget our forefathers and 
their good works.

When we look back at our young 
Nagaland she had the hills and mountains 
,our own field to work and toil upon, 
greenery and abundance of majestic flora 
and fauna ,  she was prosperous in greens 
but this did not provide enough for her 
children to survive in the times of change. 
Today we are in possession of many modern 
appliances, devices and equipments. One 
such example is the mobile phone which 
everyone is in possession.The invention 
of mobile phones has brought great relief 
to the people in general as one can use it 
for many purposes, like to communicate to 
different parts of the world , you are bored 
? YouTube and Netflix and Hotstar and 
more are there to lift your mood, there is 
Facebook and Instagram and whatsapp, to 
deliver your message and pictures  to your 
friends and family, it is trying to create an 
easier mode of communication in all terms 
where back then, to convey messages it 
was done through pigeons and post office 
which would take several days to get to the 
addressed person but today we can send 
messages even that of emergency through 
messaging apps or call or via email. Life 

is easy as ABC is what our grandparents 
would say now. We can’t go back to those 
days where our forefathers would have to 
walk miles and miles to go somewhere.We 
can’t accept the fact that we have to walk by 
foot to go  from Dimapur to Kohima  when 
we have a proper transportation, that would 
save a lot of time, which we can invest it 
on something productive and beneficial.We 
think that our generation is more advanced 
than that of our grandparents and the same 
mindset our grandparents had about their 
forefathers and forefathers.The same thing, 
the same mindset,the  upcoming generation 
will have about our generation and it will go 
on and on. 

We have no idea how Nagaland would 
like tomorrow.Everything will seem to have 
turned upside down.When we look around, 
we see so many changes in our state and how 
we have evolved from traditional world to 
digital world.Have you ever wondered that 
we will be taken over by AI in the future 
?.The world will no longer need humans to 
do manual work since their will be robots 
that will be working for us and eventually 
people will lost their jobs and  the survival 
will be difficult.It is obvious that technology 
has taken over the world and what we see 
in television will come into reality.What’s 
the point of being educated or to have high 
qualification when we are not going to get 
any job?.Soon the mindset of the people will 
change and there will be a chaos all over the 
world and that’s how modernisation will 
slowly impact each and everyone of us.We 
are so sure that this things will happen in 
the future because the world is advancing 
day after day and scientists are working on 
new inventions which can’t be stopped.



H
e was buried three kilometers away from his childhood 
home, on an autumn morning. I saw him for the 
first time on a winter day, four years back. He was 
twenty-nine then, when he moved in next door with 

an office job. He was an enthusiastic young man living alone 
accompanied by his violin. Most early mornings, I’d hear him 
play from his room. It was always beautiful and sad like he 
was pouring his soul out on his violin.  As neighbors, we’d 
talk casually when we cross paths. But never have I fathomed 
that he was silently battling something so horrendous and 
defeating that was slowly taking over his life. 

 He was a drug addict. In between the countable amount 
of times that we talked, he was always passionate about his 
forte of violin, which he called as il mio violino which means 

The 
Violinist

 (NB: This write-up is a work of fiction which was 
penned down for a writing competition to address 

the cruelty of drug addiction.)

my violin.  From my point of view, he seemed normal, living life with all its highs 
and lows like any other person. But later on, did I realize how wrong I was in that 
judgment. 

 Occasionally, I’d notice that he would grow thinner than the last time I 
saw him, with sunken eyes and an unhealthy complexion. Over the months, 

I did not hear him play his violin anymore. 

 One time, I saw him coming home with a black plastic bag which he 
accidently dropped and there, I saw the content inside: drug bottles and 

syringes. Rumors had it that he had arthritis and some health complications and was 
on medication. Hence, I shrugged it off as something normal and did not ponder at 

the sight before me.  

 A year later, he passed away from heroin overdose. 

 On the sixth day after his death, his brother found a letter in his violin 
case which he wrote weeks before the fatal day. He had known that he’d not 

survive long with his addiction and eventually gave up the battle, giving 
in. It was during these times that he wrote the letter about his unspoken 

struggle and demons.  
 Words fly fast and a day after,  We came to know about the content 

of his letter.  
 His addiction to drugs was like a serpent’s venom which 

overpowered his life.  

It gripped him tightly and wouldn’t let go.  

 In the letter, he explained how he first got into drugs. He 
was overwhelmed with the tremendous pressure and stress 

from his work and personal life that he started to develop 
unhealthy sleep cycles. To cope with insomnia, he started 

taking sedatives and this was the beginning of his three 
years enslavement to drugs. 

 Drugs made him love his life when he was under 
the influence and eventually, he’d get jolted back 
to reality. That was when he would take more 
stimulants, sedatives, and smoke cannabis to feel 
euphoric and forget about his depressed reality. He 
went on to explain how desperately he wanted to 
give up his addiction when he was sober. However, 
his addiction wouldn’t let him. 

 He quoted himself as “A man stuck in a dungeon.” 

 He wrote about how his drug addiction made it 
difficult to play the violin, the one thing he loved the 
most and over time, he kept his violin away in the 
case and never played it again. 
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 He was left to choose between drugs or his violin 
and he chose the former. 

He was filled with unexplainable remorse of ruining his 
passion to his addiction that eventually, he kept it all 
under the rug. And that it was better to forget than to 
live on with something he might never retrieve again. 

 I remember him playing Tchaikovsky’s Violin 
Concerto Op. 35 second movement and  sometimes, 
I try to imagine what he must have felt like during 
those dreadful years battling a cruel addiction and 
how he couldn’t bring himself to seek help.   
      

 
“He woke up in his room, yet again 
Every day goes by painfully slow 
Languid movement of the clock 
Scattered bottles and syringes.

He had it all together, years back 
Before he was pulled inside a dark dungeon 

Which was cruel enough to never let him out.  

Sometimes when he was clear-headed,
He’d listen to his old records 

And cry for his old tryst with the strings.
His addiction took over his life   

Threw water on his passion
And cruelly diminished his light. 

How desperately he wanted to get out of it
But with every breath he took, 

 His addiction pulled him back to the dungeon.  

Towards his last days, 
He was desperate for light to enter his dungeon, 

But it never did. 
He silently battled and lost. 

A cry of an old violinist! 
Yearning to touch his soul strings again

His fingers yearned to play again
To dance on the strings of his il mio violino

But he could not bring himself to do it.
He gave in to his addiction 
And he did not make it far. 

I pray the other side would be kinder to him than he was to himself.” 
 
Sometimes I wonder would he still be alive, had he reached out and sought help then.  However he could 
not, and eventually, he lost against the cruel thing.  
Drug addiction is real and cruel. It can take different forms.        
Care not to fall prey. Seek help, reach out. 
 
 Philomina Rutsa
 B.Sc. 6th Semester
 Geology Department 
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In a typical Kohima’s summer of 2019, 
the sixteenth of July to be precise, along 
with the new fresh leaves and tentacles 
sprouting up, I too welcome myself joyfully 

as I entered Kohima Science College campus 
as I was guided  by my senior. I still remember 
the first day of my College, wandering hither 
and thither, surrounded by strangers. In these 
three years of College life, I have encountered 
many new friends who are amicable and kind. 
There were a times, where we rushed to submit 
assignments and projects at the eleventh hour. 
With the passage of time I tried to deal with many 
challenges  and obstacles to get to my destination. 
At the same time I also learn everyone has their 
own burden to carry. Every moment seems so 
interesting, such as  spending time with friends, 
enjoying picnic, doing assignments, bunking 
classes, working together with friends as a team. 
College life isn’t easy as we think because one 
has to be fully prepared to accept the challenges. 
These experiences have taught us to have 
faith in one’s own ideas and believe in oneself 
and to strive for excellence. To enjoy ride one 

should appreciate both the light and dark side 
of life. There were not even a single moment 
to be regretted. College life was exciting along 
with stressful, anxious, nervous and victorious 
moment and I never thought that college life 
would end in the blink of an eye. Within these 
short time it was a blessing to encounter many 
supportive and helpful professors, seniors and 
batchmates. I wish I could rewind the good 
times because the memories created is never a 
waste. This college has help me grow spiritually, 
mentally and physically in order to overcome all 
the challenges ahead of my life. Even in time of 
pandemic professors had always give their best 
efforts to teach with whatever possible they can. 
Nevertheless, though we depart, our memories 
will always be immeasurable treasures to each 
and every one of us. I am so grateful to our 
lovely and caring classmates for being a good 
friends and making the college days memorable 
.I wish you all the very best for your thousands 
miles ahead because the journey of a thousand 
miles begin with a single step. May God bless 
KSCJ Family. 

MY COLLEGE
Journey of

KSCJ

“OMNIA VINCIT LABOR”.
 M Lemshong Konyak
 BSc. 6th Semester
 Dept. of Chemistry
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A very good morning to each and 
every one present here. Respected 
Chief Guest, Principal, Vice 
Principal, lecturers, my dearest 

juniors, my seniors who will be stepping up the 
game to become our future leaders, and last 
but not the least, my most beloved batchmates. 
You are the reason why I’ve had the best time 
here. 

Now, where do I start?

As I sit and reflect to write my speech, I am 
made to think about time; how it seems to fly 
so quick. Freshers to Parting social, time just 
went as a dream of sweet early morning.

As I reflect,

There is a lot for me to say; the beautiful KSCJ 
campus, the awesome lecturers, the library, 
the canteen, the hotels and hostels, and the 
very much talked about college bus! The list 
goes on. 

Let me begin with myself.  

I am Razouletuo Noudi, the Information 
and Statistical Secretary, EU former MIG 
(Mission Interested Group) leader and an 
NCC cadet. These positions, platforms and 
organisations that I’ve been a part of has 
taught me very meaningful lessons. I cannot 
fully express myself for what Kohima science 
college has blessed upon me. 

 My time here has been a roller coaster ride. 
Very much like being a part of the movie 
Jumanji. You can never know what will 
happen next. 

I’ve found myself in the midst of a new whole 
world with faces that were once strange but 
are now unforgettable. The transition from 
strangeness to familiarity, from being a junior 
to senior and soon to be alumni, has been 
thrilling and pleasant. We have become friends 
and we have become family. Not forgetting 
those who even became couples (good for 
them!).

After joining this college, I went on to join 
NCC - a very disciplined and uniformed 
organisation which has literally built up a 
lot of my personalities, The Church - EU & 
CCF, an amazing journey for me to have 
been a part of, and now the student council, 
an opportunity to learn and unlearn a lot of 
things, got myself involved in a lot of social 
activities which the college organised and took 
part, from convergence fest ‘19 at St. Joseph 
College, freshers social, debate competitions 
and much more, in short i must say I had an 
amazing journey here in science college. And 
when I say amazing, I truly mean it. Science 
college is a deeply rooted name for me. And I 
believe it’s the same for many of you. 

Speech by
Razouletuo Noudi

“He who only does what he can will always remain what he is” - Henry ford
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Message to juniors:

Life is a race they say. Well, Race is not just 
a motion but it’s the journey that makes us 
progress. So my juniors, never mix race with 
journey. Enjoy each moment of your life to 
the fullest not because it’s good or bad but for 
the simple reason that it will not come again. 
Life is not easy, you can either complain 
because science college doesn’t have enough 
buses, or you can rejoice because science 
college owns buses. Either you complain 
about it or enjoy it, life moves on. It’s always 
the today that you cherish tomorrow. 

Now let me get back to the Class of 2022, 
Bsc 6th sem of 11 depts and msc 4th Sem of 7 
departments. we are also known as the batch 
of corona for the fact that corona reigned 
completely in our  batch. However, despite 
all difficulties, from getting introduced 
to new study environment and isolation 
from physical activity, we’ve reached this 
huge milestone alive, wiser and stronger, I 
congratulate each and everyone of you (So 
let us all give us a big round of applause). 

“the best of time is the worst of time”- 
Charles Dickens.  We all had our fair share 
of ups and downs in college, but at the end 
of the day, what matters is how good a day 
is, and I believe each and everyone of you is 
leaving this place with tons of beautiful good 
memories and lessons.

Now at the end of our time as students, we 
have an opportunity: now is our time to 
take on the world and to find and pursue 

our passions. To quote unquote, “Leave 
a legacy.” William Shakespeare once 
said, “Some are born great, some achieve 
greatness, and some have greatness thrust 
upon them.” In life we can’t always count 
on being born great, or having greatness 
thrust upon us, but always remember that 
the opportunity to achieve greatness is 
within our grasp. Keep in mind that many 
of our social and political leaders and heroes 
started their lives as average people. As just 
one of you and me. Despite the mistake and 
failures we will make, and although we may 
be “average”, we find that the average can 
achieve greatness, whether recognised by 
the world or just a few.

Omnia vincit labor – Hardwork conquers 
all. As our anthem sing to us, “let thy motto 
be our guide”, We shall always remind 
ourselves  the same and continue to strive for 
excellence and bring laurels to the College, 
state and our people.

If there’s anything you take from today, 
remember that to “leave a legacy” and to 
“achieve greatness” is not to get money and 
recognition, it’s to leave those whom you 
cross paths with a little more happiness 
and hope. We will remember one another 
not by grades or popularity but by our 
relationships, the kind of person you were, 
these are legacies. The kind we must leave.
I wish the class of 2022 the very best. 3 years 
with you all has been a splendid one.
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In this world of rapid changing, high 
competitiveness, life without a plan 
for our future is a dead end, without a 
doubt. Only a countable land in the 

realm of miracle and luck, that too again, along 
with their constant hard work. The survival 
of fittest is what we are going through. With 
every inch of globalization we all have been 
affected directly or indirectly. The pace of 
common man seem to reach at maximum, but 
we never know. The present scenario have 
made us foresee what our tomorrow will look 
like. And it is unimaginably tough. 

As far as Nagas are concerned, many 
are made to have their goals and aims, many 
choose their will, and many of us are a dead 
leaf turning every direction where the wind 
blows. Despite the tough challenging forces 
we must have a plan and go for it no matter 
what since rolling stone gather no moss. And, 
because there is no alternative. 

The premier exam of our state is a target 
of many. The present ratio of clearing the 
exam stands at nearly 1:140. That denote 
that if we all appear, only 13 from our college 
will go through. And the figure will keep on 
soaring. Now we can imagine the level of 
competition. The other areas of competition 
like departmental exams, 3rd and 4th grade 
posts, are preoccupied by corruption, 
nepotism, tribalism, land ownership share. 
Meritocracy is a victim card. The government 
of the day cannot save our toil unless there is a 
revolutionary political upheavals. 

Another area of life settlement is 
entrepreneurial career. Owing to the 
above stated hardships, people choosing 
entrepreneurship is mushrooming. But their 
growth and influences only tell us it isn’t 
as fascinating as comparing to other state’s 
business career. The low availability of raw 
materials, small exposure, rampant taxation 
from various undergrounds have woefully 
impacted the supposed-to-be most important 
sector for the growth of state economy. Other 
areas like sports, modelling, literature, etc. are 
just in its initial stage, or they haven’t even 
begun. The support and exposure from the 
government is a far cry. 

Lately, the government’s huge deficit is 
a worrisome factor. Are we heading towards 
another Sri Lankan crisis? 

Now, what if the vexed Naga political issue 
is solved? The Naga Political Groups (NPGs) 
denying Indian government offers taking 
us to another 1950’s era of army atrocities. 
Or, Indian government agreeing with 
NPGs? Which type of government are they 
enforcing? Though their current dispensation 
only point us to socialists, communists, and 
even hierarchy. What if the present trend of 
power tussle among them erupts and another 
widespread bloodshed continue? What will be 
the aftermath? 

Have we had a thought about it? What are 
our plans to combat such an opaque ‘tomorrow’ 
of us? Idling will only be a noxious weed. The 
magnanimity and sharpness of us should come 
into play. Lest, we rest in compunction to the 
last of our breath. 

TOMORROW
through the lens of ‘us’

C Pangkon
BSc 4th Sem

Dept. of Statistics
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Lovi Achumi
BSc 6th Semester
Dept. of Zoology

“Apes together strong”, the motto we 
strongly held onto from the first semester. 
It kind of took me a little time to process 
onto this motto, but as time passed by I 

did get to really know what it meant.  

First semester was quite a hectic year if I 
had to recall, a bunch of new people , some rath-
er noisy ones, quiet ones and not to forget an 
all rounder too . It was amazing to see that just 
within two weeks of college life, we got to see 
couples. Ahemm!! N there was a bunch of rath-
er extra loud people.. That would include me 
and my girls-so called “ Hoopers ” no one could 
laugh and be as talkative as we were... It was 
as though we owned the classroom. Of course 
the rather quiet classmate were annoyed of that 
but we couldn’t help it. Well without knowing.. 
Time  slowly passed by, we all somehow got to 
know some of our mates, started preparing for 
the exams, winter holidays and a new semester.  

Second semester was just at the start of a 
new year together with classmates and thought it 
would rather be a fun time again... But unexpect-
edly, the outbreak of the covid pandemic ruined 
everything . We thought it was rather for a short 
period of time but days turned to weeks, weeks 
into months and from months to years. Our two 
years went by just with the online classes and ex-
ams. For most of us, I’m sure it was better this 
way since exams were all about “Copy-pasting” 
but at the same time, we were missing out on 
many things- the most important of it, our college 
life, which was supposed to be fun!!  

Fifth semester was when we finally reunit-
ed, but Alas! Just few weeks of time together 
and we had exams again, everyone was rushing 

for notes, preparing for exams and yet another 
semester just went by like that.  

The last semester-our final year togeth-
er, it was somewhat a progress if I had to say. 
Though most of us we still don’t know the 
names of most of our mates, the days we spent 
together were rather memorable. We encoun-
tered many snakes in the department., had tea 
time together, trips together and  most of all we 
all had a fun time together. As the Cr it wasn’t 
easy for me , sometimes I cried when none was 
willing to do the things requested.. Lol.. Cringe 
moment! I was annoyed at times, sad and frus-
trated at the same time but, what I was really 
grateful about at the end was.. I got such won-
derful mates. You all made me feel like a “Gang-
ster leader “ more like a “Boss” . It was fun! At 
the end everything had to come to an end .  

My dear mates, I just want you all to know 
that my time with you all have been so fun and 
memorable and these last few days we spent the 
time together,I’ll always cherish it . As we all get 
on board to start a new journey, I wish you all 
the very best in whatever you do. Best wishes 
to everyone. We shall all meet soon again- One 
day-Reunion trip it is  

And always remember- 
“If we hold on together, I know our dreams will 
never die.  
Dreams sees us through to forever  
Where clouds roll by  
For You and I. “ 
I’ll miss you All Dear Apes!  

“Apes Together Strong”
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Nzano E Odyuo
BSc 2nd Semester

Anthropology Department 

C Hennyukonlen Phom
BSc 2nd Semester

Anthropology Department
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Shanchobeni Y Ovung 
BSc 4th Semester

Department of Mathematics



Shanchobeni Y Ovung 
BSc 4th Semester

Department of Mathematics

Meyinaro
BSc 6th Semester                                                        

Geology Department
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Ayelan Awomi
BSc 6th Semester 

Anthropology
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In the beginning was the word before the light
That banished darkness and cradled cosmos to life

The creation echoes His Glory, 
Heaven and Earth stand witness, 

These words proclaim a King who is the way, truth and the life.
To ensure our eternity, 

the abstract turned concrete in flesh 
He who spoke through lightning now preached parables, 

 The King who fed us the Manna now offers the living bread, 
The God whose command split seas now calls man to walk on it.

My hands that stretched for praise also labored in sin, 
My mind clung to past longer than it should’ve been,

But piercing the silence, when His voice called this sinner by name, 
 I couldn’t restrain myself to sing, dance and run out of the cave.

I was the prodigal, the wicked and lazy servant                                                             
I buried my gold, squandered my wealth, 
 But before repentance came to my lips, 

 Your hug came first, and the finest robe was put on me.
Salvation seemed far-fetched as I drenched in sin,
But He kneeled down to wash my filthy feet clean 
The healer opened the eyes that was once blind, 

The living water has made me into a Fresh wine.
As I steadily learn to obey Him                                                                                           

I see His plan to prosper me,                                                                                      
The notion of competition slowly dissipates from mind,

 Piece by piece I find my purpose in Him.
So this is a message to the eyes that read,
Take heart! For His Hand is upon you,                                                                  

And should you ever feel crushed, remember this,
He has chosen your fruit to make a fresh wine.

- Pranay Prem
 B.Sc. 2nd semester Physics

Fresh 
Wine

When everything seemed falling apart.
I find peace on ‘HER’ laps;
‘HER’ lap is that cradle.

Where my heavy heart would rest, 
And it always felt that the worst of things

Will become the best ! 
‘SHE’ began to love me,
Even before I was born.

That love was patient and forgiving,
When all others were forsaking! 

 It never failed or falter ….                                                     
Eventhough ‘HER’ heart was burning.

When I was tired .
When I couldn’t think of anything ;

All I wanted was to lay my head on ‘HER’ lap.
Feel ‘HER’ hand on my head ,

And remain like that through all eternity .
That moment I m on ‘HER’ lap 

 I realise that I m at the right place ,
But then ! 

 It makes me shiver to think that ?
She taught me everything .

Except to live without  ‘HER’…. 

                                                                                                             
- SAGAR BHUSAL

 BSc 2nd Semester. Dept. of Geology

In ‘HER’ lap! 
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Dawn in the morning,
Woke up earlier ahead of time

Overwhelmed with excitement for class
Indeed a great start!
As the sun rose up,

Things began to change
  

Covid ?.......... Lockdown!?
Yet the experience of online class

Was indeed great too.
In the midst of the evening,

Pop up out of nowhere
Loaded with assignments, practicals

And a titans like syllabus eagerly waiting.
Uff what a great time it was!

Dusk at night,
Memories were created

Remembering the joyous days we had
Sweet yet bitter

For our great time is gone.

Josh Joshur
BSc 6th Semester

Geology Department

DAWN IN THE
MORNING

Your radiant smile
Burned my heart.

The wrath of the sun
Could  never burn my heart.

Like you do.

If I could I would’ve,
Burn your heart into mine.

Yet your heart is an unreachable sky.
More I reach my heart out in my brittle fingers.

The higher you go.

The further you flutter away.
The Nightingale cries out tonight.
For you are an unreachable sky.

Maybe when the sky falls.
Maybe I’ll reach you then.

Maybe when the swans
Line up in the crimson sky.

Maybe I’ll reach you then.
Autumn evenings could never.

Be as radiantly beautiful as you are.
My unreachable sky

Forever you’re Unreachable
Forever you’re unreachable.

   - H.
   BSc 2nd Semester Dept. of Zoology

My 
Unreachable sky
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Gleaming eyes,
Beauty beyond paradise

Unconquerable soul;
Fall fall fall;

Everyday every second;
It punctures my heart

You could never be mine;
Lost in fantasies;

You could never be mine: 
Lost for words

Lost in your paradise,
I wish the night sky is pretty

Wherever you are;
The cosmos and the galaxies are never too far

We’re  just a sight away from each other  
Under the shadows of billions of stars as you.

We’re  always near yet too far from reach.  
The same night sky.

The same golden moon,
That tiny little hope,

Maybe someday you’ll realise;
Maybe someday you’ll know,

What I have for you;
Drugs could never:

Get me high, like the way you do me:
This heart aches;

Knowing you could never be mine.
But the sight of you numbs every pain within

Someday when the universes collide. May you know;
That pure feeling of love

That’s been always with me
For you all along.

I’d still have billions of Choices, 
But this heart of mine

 Will always long for you.

- Anoymous
Zoology Dept.

SIDED

Sunny? It’s nothing less than a hot pan
Chilly? You stick to whomever you possibly can

Ever got sandwitched by rotund dudes?
 Try the college bus; the one renewed
 Battles; a common sight at spots

Ladies, habitually ready to dash and hop
Life full of hustle and bustle

For the blue seat, there’s some tussle
As it gets swarmed by the brutal crowd
Even the bus squeals and wails out loud

 Some accept defeat, not climb at all
Some face defeat, hold and stand tall

 Some quick and fierce; push, pull and rush
They’d kill, for a blue seat in the bus

Those sitting humans, “ grannies “ we call
The unhappy standing passengers??
“ Zombies” as they hobble and fall

Tall, small, posh or wild
For the blue seat, they all act like a child.

Mayank Mishra

BSc 4th Sem Physics

BLUE SEATS
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Faculty- Dept. of Anthropology

Faculty- Dept. of Botany

Mrs. R. Moasangla Jamir
MSc

Associate Professor & HoD

Mr. Vesa Hiese
Msc                             

Associate Professor & HoD

Dr. Mhathung Yanthan MSc, 
NET, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Mr. Keneizolhou Kesiezie, 
MSc, Bed, NET    

Assistant Professor

Dr. Khrienuo Angami
MSc, PhD

   Assistant Professor

Dr. Samadangla Ao
MSc, NET, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Mr. Tosovil Neikha
MSc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Wenyitso Kapfo
MSc, NET, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Moaakum Kichu
MSc, PhD

 Assistant Professor

Mr. Wekhrolo Therie
MSc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Ms. Moarenla, MA, NET                          
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Shetsotalu Nakro 
MSc, NET                                    

Assistant Professor

Ms. Kevilhouneino Nagi
MA                                   

Associate Professor

Ms. J . Sharon, MSc, NET                    
Assistant Professor                                  

(On study leave)

Mr. Imkumlong, 
MSc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Ms. K.K. Mary
MSc, NET Assistant 

Professor

Dr. David Tetso
MSc, PhD Assistant 

Professor

Dr. Imtimangyang 
MSc, PhD  

Guest Faculty

Dr. Ruokuonuo Rose Yhome
PhD 

Guest Faculty

Mr. Noune Teruno
MSc , NET 

Assistant Professor
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Dr. Vijay Choudhury
MSc, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. M. Amenla
MA

Associate Professor & HoD

Mrs. Sangeeta Vizo
MSc 

Associate Professor

Dr. R. Vineetha Pillai
MSc, PhD

 Assistant Professor

Dr. Seyiekhrielie Whiso, 
MA, PhD, PGDTE, NET 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Kevitsunuo Linyu
MA 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Richard Dzuvichu
MA, PhD

Assistant Professor

Ms. A. Chubarenla
MSc   

Assistant Professor

Dr. Prajadhip Sinha
MSc, PGDCA, PhD 
Assistant Professor

Mr. Rokovikho Hesielie
MSc 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Kelhouletuonuo
MA, PhD 

Associate Professor

Mr. L. Kenneth Punyu
MSc 

Assistant Professor

Ms Nuzotalu Veyie
B. Tech, MSc 

Assistant Professor

Dr. K.K. Tiwari
MSc, PhD            

Associate Professor & HoD

Dr. Neivotsonuo B. Kuotsu                       
MSc,B.Ed, PhD

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Narola Imchen
MA 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Vineinu Rhetso
MSc  

Assistant Professor

Mr Mathew Dukru
B.Tech, MSc 

Assistant Professor

Dr. T. Tiakaba Jamir
MSc,PhD 

Associate Professor

Mr. Savielie Yhor
MSc 

Assistant Professor

Ms. Eyovono Tase
MA, NET 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Daniel Kibami, MSc
PhD

Assistant Professor

Mr Arnok Ponenger
B.E. 

Assistant Professor

Faculty- Dept. of Chemistry

Faculty- 
Dept. of 
Computer Science

Faculty- 
Dept. of English
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Mr. Thejakielie Meyase                                          
MSc, M.tech, NET                                                       
Assistant Professor

Mr. Md. Jakir Ali
MSc

Associate Professor & HoD

Dr. Rokokhono Nakhro                                            
MSc, PhD, NET 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Vibunu
MSc, DDTP

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Aleno Doulo
MSc

Assistant Profssor & HoD

Mr. Chingao Konyak
MSc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Seikh Faruk Ahmed
MSc, PhD

 Associate Professor

Ms. Rongdensungla Longkumer
M.Sc 

Associate Professor & HoD

Dr. Zakali Ayemi 
MA, M.Phil., PhD, NET               

Assistant Professor

Mr. Kekhrielie Nakhro
MSc, NET

 Assistant Professor

Ms. T.K. Medoweu 
MSc. NET 

Assistant Professor

Mr. Selie Puro
MSc                

Assistant Professor

Dr. Sakhoveyi Lohe
MSc. PhD 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Meniele Nuh
MSc, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Ms. Anettsungla
MSc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Ms. Rovila Jinger
MSc

Assistant Professor 

Mr. Vitholeto Nagi
Msc, NET 

Assistant Professor

Ms. Aleno Ringa               
Guest Faculty

Dr. Pallab Changkakoti
MSc, PhD, PGDCA                       
Assistant Professor

Faculty- 
Dept. of Geography

Faculty- 
Dept. of Geology

Faculty- Dept. of Statistics
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Mr. Sedevikho Chase
MSc, NET

Assistant Professor

Dr. Hemanta Konwar
MSc, PhD

Associate Professor & HoD

Dr. S.N. Pandey
MSc, PhD

Associate Professor

Faculty- 
Dept. of Mathematics

Faculty- Dept. of Physics

Faculty- Dept. of Tenyidie

Mrs. Vitsono Lungalang
MSc 

Assistant Professor

Mr.Subenthung Tsopoe
MSc, NET                          

Assistant Professor

Ms. Vizomenuo M. Yhome 
M.A

Assistant Professor & HoD

Mr. M.N. Murali
MSc, NET

Associate Professor & CoE

Dr. Chetan Kachhara
MSc, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Prof. Sanjay Sharma
MSc, PhD 

Professor & HoD

Mrs. Sepole Hesuh
M.A 

Assistant Professor

Mr. Bendangwapang
MSc, M.Tech 

Assistant Professor

Mr Imlisunep
MSc

Assistant Professor

Mr Samuel Ao
MSc

Assistant Professor

Ms. Vilehunuo
M.A                                      

Assistant Professor

Mr. Teisovi Gerard Meyase
MSc, NET  

Assistant Professor

Mr Mangliyanba
MSc, NET

Assistant Professor

Mr Veta Nyienu
MSc

Assistant Professor

Mr. Vimedo Keyho
M.A

Assistant Professor (on study leave)

Ms. Jane R. Yimchunger 
MSc

 Assistant Professor

Mrs. Meripeni Ezung
MSc, M.Phil

Assistant Professor

Dr. Talinungsang
MSc, PhD                        

Assistant Professor
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Faculty- Dept. of Zoology

Dr. Vethselo Doulo
M.Sc, PhD, NET 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Venolu Kezo
M.Sc 

Assistant Professor

Mr. Dziesevituo Angami
M.Sc

Assistant Professor & HoD

Mrs. Rusokhrienuo Theunuo
M.Sc 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Anungla Pongen
M.Sc

Associate Professor

Dr. Lilongchem Thyug 
M.Sc, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Dr. Limatemjen
M.Sc, PhD

Associate Professor

Dr. Ruokuovikho Dominic 
MSc, PhD 

Assistant Professor

Mrs. Katasinliu Remmei, 
M.Sc 

Associate Professor

LIBRARY STAFF
Front left -   Mr Noketo Pusa, MLISc,NET  
  (Librarian)
Front right -   Mr Viesesilie Peseyie   
  (Library Bearer)
Rear left  -    Mr Avi Nakhro 
  (Groundman)   
Rear right  -    Mr Senupe Lasuh    
  (LAN Technician)
Not in the picture  -   Mhasilevi Peseyie    
  (Library Assistant)

NON–TEACHING STAFF
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20TH  BIENNIAL ANCSU GENERAL CONFERENCE 2021

CELEBRATION OF SCIENCE DAY BY PHYSICS DEPARTMENT CAREER COUNSELLING BY MR CHERAKUNG ZELIANG (IFS)

POWER TALK ON SOFT SKILLS  BY 
RUOPFUZHANO WHISO 



FELICITATION PROGRAM FOR SHRI. ARJUN MUNDA 
Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs Govt. of India
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FIRST CONVOCATION CEREMONY 2021

FELICITATION PROGRAM FOR SHRI. ARJUN MUNDA 
Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs Govt. of India



FELICITATION PROGRAM FOR SHRI. ARJUN MUNDA 
Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs Govt. of India
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SPORTS FIESTA 
2022
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Japanese Delegation at KSCJ Anthropology department for World War 
2 remains recovery project for 2 days

2 days Basket Weaving Training on with the theme 
“ Earn While You Learn”

Nature’s Club & NCC, KSC observed
World Environment Day

Earth Day
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Parting Social 2022

GOVERNMENT HOSTELLERS 2021-22

LEONE GIRLS HOSTEL

LAKE VIEW BOYS HOSTEL NEW BOYS HOSTEL

PEAK BOYS HOSTEL
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Students
YEAR

BOOK
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Bendangtoshi  Amri
’’Try to be a rainbow in 
someone’s clouds”

ASULA T YINGPHITHONGRU 
’’Life isn’t a bed of ros-
es. Nor it’s the stick of 
Moses. Yet someday,we 
shall overcome all our 
crises’’.

Achuno Kire
’’From hiding dreams behind 
a smile,to hiding tears be-
hind that same smile. From a 
bag full of queries, to a bag 
full of memories. Who knew 
having fun was creating 
memories.’’

Ekhu 
’’Don’t let your hurt be 
a trouble in your life’’

Gwanyulo Magh 
’’’We came as strang-
ers, We leave as 
Friends’’

Hamthar Jigdung
Do what u like 

Kethoselhou K Koutsu
I came here to ball,for 
six years I balled. Noth-
ing ELSE.  Ball is life 

Anulu Rio
‘’No matter how hard 

it is right now, think 
of what the result will 

make you feed.
--Park Jimin

Amei C Phom
‘’College Life ends but 

memories last forev-
er, so make the best 
memories along the 

way’’

Zubeen Newmai
Never stop loving

  #UBH

Thejasetuo Mechie-o
‘’Futures don’t make 

themselves, you have 
to create them’’

Konpa Bulei Y Konyak
’’No matter how hard or 

impossible it is, never 
lose sight of your goal’’

~Monkey D. Luffy
 (ONE PIECE)

Bendangtoshi  Amri
’’Try to be a rainbow in 
someone’s clouds”

ASULA T YINGPHITHONGRU 
’’Life isn’t a bed of ros-
es. Nor it’s the stick of 
Moses. Yet someday,we 
shall overcome all our 
crises’’.

Achuno Kire
’’From hiding dreams behind 
a smile,to hiding tears be-
hind that same smile. From a 
bag full of queries, to a bag 
full of memories. Who knew 
having fun was creating 
memories.’’

Ekhu 
’’Don’t let your hurt be 
a trouble in your life’’

Gwanyulo Magh 
’’’We came as strang-
ers, We leave as 
Friends’’

Hamthar Jigdung
Do what u like 

Kethoselhou K Koutsu
I came here to ball,for 
six years I balled. Noth-
ing ELSE.  Ball is life 

Anulu Rio
‘’No matter how hard 

it is right now, think 
of what the result will 

make you feed.
--Park Jimin

Amei C Phom
‘’College Life ends but 

memories last forev-
er, so make the best 
memories along the 

way’’

Zubeen Newmai
Never stop loving

  #UBH

Thejasetuo Mechie-o
‘’Futures don’t make 

themselves, you have 
to create them’’

Konpa Bulei Y Konyak
’’No matter how hard or 

impossible it is, never 
lose sight of your goal’’

~Monkey D. Luffy
 (ONE PIECE)
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Rangulü Keyho 
You got to be YOU. ‘’Be 
yoUNUQUE’’ 

Neikehenuo 
‘’Great dreams begins 
with a dreamer’’ 

Meyizungla
BTW, its ME-YI-ZÜNG-
LA not MAE-JUNG-LA

Kali Z Sumi
‘’Had an exciting col-
lege life with Corona 
virus.’’

IMTIAKUM
‘’Nothing is going to 
be handed to you. You 
have to make things 
happen.’’

Chenti Kath A
#Even nameless flow-
ers bloom with all their 
might 

Ayelan Awomi
‘’Listen, smile, agree, 
and then do whatever 
you were gonna do any-
way’’
--Robert Downey Jr.

Teresa Khosonamei 
“It doesn’t matter who 

you were, what mat-
ters is who you are               

becoming.”

Pelevinuo Sokha 
And like the moon,              

We must go through 
phases Of emptiness 

to feel full again 

Kasheli swu 
‘’One often meets his 

destiny on the road he 
takes to avoid it.’’

Angukali Wotsa 
Slow down you’re 

doing fine. You can’t be 
everything you want to 

be before your time.
       ~Billy Joel

Yeihngam 
All thanks to Covid for                  
minimising the possi-

bilities of me finding 
more than 8 crushes in 

college. 

Wangnyei Konyak
At your lowest, you 

realize a lot.

Tigangamliu
‘’Yesh!! I’m also a 

Covid 19 batch ;)’’
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Narsen W Kikon
“ Don’t quit” Just keep 
trying until you suc-
ceed.

Longpok
Think outside of the box, 
create your own path in 
life.” You laugh at me 
because I am different; 
I laugh because you are 
all the same”

Hitolu
“ Life moves pretty 
fast, if you don’t stop 
and look around once 
in a while, you could 
miss it” 

Bendangmenla Aier
Taking up Botany for 3 
years made me realise 
that I’m just a house 
plant with complex 
emotions. 

Lenda Aily
“ Fighting for the bus 
seat was my form of 
therapy”

Tungam Rokam. 
‘’I would like to take this 
opportunity this one per-
son who always been so 
supportive throughout 
my studies. Thank you 
Google

Tingkai Konyak 
‘’A tree that grows in the 
stony top hill, Is better 
and stronger than the tree 
that grows in manure’’.

Tingten N konyak 
‘’Be yourselves cause 

nobody cares, cre-
ate memories not              
backlog.’’ (Yea its 

possible) 

Sentinaro Pongen
The day I BUNK the 

class and went to Mt. 
Japfu was the most 

MEMORABLE day of my 
college life.

LOTHUNGLO KITHAN
These acne marks you 

see here will be gone 
when you see me in 

some few years.

Khroto
“My name is Park Seo 

Joon but my friends 
call me Khroto”

D Khampong Konyak
Believe you can and 

you’re halfway there.

Lemei A Phom
“Not everyone is lucky 
enough       to create a 

history of THREE IDIOT 
movie version,

Kuosito Phizo
A dream don’t become 

reality through music. It 
takes sweat, determination 

and hard work.
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Sentipong Longchar
‘Kali bara tho sure puri 
bo’

Neikhape
“Expecting the world to 
treat you fairly because 
you are a good person 
is like expecting the bull 
not to attack you because 
you are a vegetarian”

Khriesetuo 
Great things take time, 
never give up.

Kereirovinuo Vizo
Graduation isn’t the 
end of a hard journey, 
it is the beginning of a 
beautiful one.

Hetile Kath
Don’t give up on 
yourself. You made it 
through before and you 
will make it through 
again.

Thejangunuo Solo
Everyday I notice new 
faces in the campus 
and this make me ex-
cited who’s gonna be 
next.

Thalenla
If you close your eyes, 
you can’t see. If you’re 
reading this, you can 
read____A MOO POINT

Simon T.P Konyak
To make out in life, 
you gotta dig every 

hole of opportunities 
with enthusiasm and 

consistency.

Nguluonuo Rutsa 
”I don’t have any spe-

cial talent. I am only 
passionately  curious.”

Merangmenla Priscilla 
Longchar

“ When life gives you 
lemons, make lemon-

ade”

Khriebulie
“Math wasn’t so easy, 

so I ended up taking 
Botany, but oh well”

Betokali
My three years of 

running and fighting for 
the bus wasn’t easy.  I 

wish you luck!

YAONGSENTI CHANG
3 years in KSCJ felt as 

perfect as they could 
be

Thejangunuo Solo
When I am trying to to 
learn difficult botanical 

name but end up learn-
ing only the spelling.
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Elchonu Pucho 
“Philippians 4:13
I can do all things 
through Him who 
strengthens me”

Ademo R Tsopoe 
“I hate Chemistry when 
there is No Chemistry 
with my crush - un-
zaaaa.”

Mhalumi Lotha 
You are not part of 
solutions, you’re part 
of the participate.

Jonathan Tsajang Leyri
“Do what you have to do 
Untill you can do What 
you want to do.”

Chongrila
“Be the bigger person’. 
I can’t I am only 4’9”.

Akülotsa Nyusou 
“ ‘Be yourself, but 
always your better 
self’. 
~Karl G.Maeser.”

Visela Thongtsar
In the end, we’ll all be-
come stories. Take it  
easy. 

Imlinungba Jamir Ao
“They say chemistry 

practical are hard. 
Well… not if you use 

solvent from one of the 
seven seas. ‘Pus-sea’.”

Bideno Y.Ezung 
“Life is a game and I’m 

losing it.”

Müdotsülu Rhakho
“See your space cow-

boy.”

Khetoshe Kappo
“Like who said college 

was easy… ‘see not even 
this smile was able to 

stop me from getting this 
BACKLOG’… look listen 

and learn”. 

Himbugi 
“The best you can do 

for yourself is to make 
yourself happy”

Ayiezo 
“Don’t trip.”

Zekute
A saying goes “Every dog 
has its own day” Likewise 
yours and mine does too. 
Just remember to cherish 

every little things along the 
way, because they matter.
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Mochitalu Rhi
“Sometimes the right 
path is not the easiest 
one.”                      
~Grandmother Willow”.

Daisy
“Waking up is the hardest 
thing in the morning.”

Adasha Kent 
“When you live for a 
strong purpose, then 
work hard. It’s a neces-
sity.

Singwalo Tsela    
“The Ever Increasing 
Sumo Bhara…”

Nuvosheyi Medeo
“There lies opportunity 
in every difficult cir-
cumstances”.

Kronehu Khamo 
“Don’t procrastinate. 
Work hard in such a 
way  that even if you 
try your best to fail at 
the end, you become 
success!”

Ketouze-ü Caroline Sote 
“ ‘You are chosen and 
loved.’
~Ephesians 1:4”

Mutsoi P 
“My life feels like a test 

I didn’t study for.”

Kunusuhlu Nakro 
“If you can dream it, 
you can achieve it”.

Chumlano N Ovung
“Never trust on atom. 
They make up every-

thing”.

Vikki Assumi 
“The pandemic stole 

literally everything; 
even my lines for year-

book.”

Ruokuovinuo Phesao 
 “Be authentic! 

Be your best!”

Nokyeang
“I want to use Nana. 

Matches 669, Win rate 
69%.”

Khriesavizo Yhor
“Attendence is not 

important.”
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Megokieno Rurhie 
“Three years of college 
and hardly found one 
crush.”

Khetoka Yepthomi 
“I was Oxygen and she 
was the Potassium and it 
went… OK!! Sometimes 
life’s all about ‘yemete 
kudasai’. You just got-
ta stop and go slowly… 
NaBrO.”

David N Konyak 
“They asked me to 
write something. So 
here it is: something”.
 #Tataka

Burchiba Longchar 
“Changmaoo!!”

Visulu Dukru
“The best view comes after 
the hardest climb. Indeed re-
flecting backward those days 
was similar to climbing a 
beautiful cannon with amaz-
ing companions. Completing 
the crusade of my unforget-
table college life!” 

Thejasino Kuotsu
“If you have a mountain 
to climb, it doesn’t get 
shorter by waiting. So 
start climbing now.”

Neisituono Akhrie
“New Journey! New Adven-
ture! New beginning! But as 
the saying goes ‘Old is Gold’ 
With Lifetime Lessons and                   
Memories; We made with our 
Loved Ones and Frenemies. 
We go on to the Next Level.”

Meriyani Ezung
“Boron Fluorine Lithium 

Iodine Nitrogen Stops 
Potassium Hydrogen 

Basketball For Life It Nev-
er Stops Keep Hustling.”

Lotan S Yimchunger
“I don’t have any motivational 
quotes for y’ll. It’s just that at 

the end of the semester, I count-
ed and I had 69 crush almost 

beaten Kethoselhou’s record. ”
PS: “Please stop calling me 

Tiger. I’m not Tiger, but I can be 
WILD if you want”.

Deepa
“This amazing journey 

in KSCJ will be re-
membered!”

Chungpongmar Longkumer
“You know? You are 

like the combination of 
Copper(Cu) and Telluri-

um(Te)”.

Wanshom
“The future belongs 

to those who believe 
in the beauty of their 

dreams.”

Tsungropenla Aier
“Graduating or not, I’ll be still 

running to the shop to buy 
my uncle’s tamul and ask 

everytime to the shopkeep-
er, ‘CaO’ olop extra tiwo? 
with  swag because I’m a 

Chemist”.

Siny Semp 
“Boron Fluorine Lithium 

Iodine Tungsten Dubnium 
Dubnium Yttrium Potta-

sium Basketball for Life I 
Wanna Dribble Dribble You 

Know.” 
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Nyeamneyi Konyak 
“Work hard while you 
can.”

Marentongpang
“BaZnGa”

Lawang B Konyak 
“Be the light which shines 
in the darkness”.

Imtilepchu
“When life shuts a door, 
open it back. That’s 
how doors work”.

Vesalü Chiero 
“Our eyes met and though 
we held each other’s gaze 
for the briefest moment, 
something important was 
communicated. I instant-
ly knew that you are one 
of a kind.”

Suneplila Ozukum 
“Boron Fluoride Lithium 
Fluorine Nitrogen Oxgy-
gen Rhenium Aluminium 
Oxygen Basketball For Life 
Fear No Opponent Respect 
All Opponent”.

Tiakaba Imsong 
“Name do be trippin’ 

with all these bad 
luck.”

Ngamnyei N
“I don’t care about my 
graduation percentage 

because I have black 
pen which can write 

RED”

M Lemshong Konyak
“Smile while you still have 

teeth. My three years of 
college days were the best 

days of my life. I’m tired 
of growing taller”.

Kikrukhrielie Dzeyie 
“Fluorine Uraniun Car-

bon Potassium Bismuth 
Technetium Helium Sul-
fur Germanium Thulium 
Oxygen Neon Yttrium.”

Wonchibeni N Ngullie 
“Too short a space to 

express all the amazing 
virtual and actual expe-
rience of this college.”

Toshizenba Jamir
“I thought Chemistry was 
easy but hell nah it’s just 

a mixture of Fluorine,                     
Carbon and Potassium. 

I love to find pH value 
which you guys will never 

know.”
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Thoju: Thüjovelü Phesao
Stress less and enjoy 
the best

Rendemo S Humtsoe
“Guard your thoughts 
like your life depends 
on it, because it does.”

THUPUTA 

Stay positive! If they can,                                                                              

why cant you?  

Putsu P
“I didn’t graduate with 
grade and knowledge. I 
graduated with trillions of 
memories to be cherish 
forever and with KSCJ in 
my heart.”

Likhumse sangtam
“SUCESS IS NOT FINAL; 

FAILURE IS NOT FATAL; IT 

IS THE COURAGE TO CON-

TINUE THAT COUNTS.”

Coniah Nienu
Happiness is not hav-
ing to set an alarm for 
the next day 

Chuthai L Phom
“Can we start over!??
Lost my college life to a 
pandemic “

Sorito Jangrü
“Put God first; And Life 

is worth living”

TSOTHE-U PURO 
THREE years journey..                                                                 

After it’s done….it 
looks shorter.                              

BESÜLÜ YHOBU 
“Since nothing is for-
ever, Hold tight to the 

things that are close to 
your heart.” 

Razouletuo Noudi
“Don’t play with drugs, 

play with ballsF”.

Müzivolü Veswüh 
Do not worry about to-
morrow, for tomorrow  
will worry  about itself.

Keduoselie Solo
Existence is better when 

you show up 100% being 
your unique authentic self. 
Ps: -OH makes it easier!

Sedevi Neihu
If ever in your life you 

come to a situation when 
you are surrounded by 
3-4 hooligans the only 

self-defense you need to 
do is “STRIKE, SCREAM 

AND RUN!”
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LAAM. B KHIAMNIUNGAN                         
Aim high, be determined      
Then live in triumph.       

VETHO RINGA                                           
“I wish there was a way to 
know You’re in the good 
old days, Before you’ve 
actually left them.”
-Andrew Baines Bernard, 
The Office.                 

PIKALI K CHOPHY                                                       
If you don’t change and  
Even if you do change, 
you Are you don’t wor-
ry!

MEDO LOIS N 
A fresh slate, a new  
beginning, outrageous 
hope defined only by 
potential and possibility 
is my gift from KSCJ.

LINAKA GRACELY 
“Tobe FLY, HIGH!!”

IULY H AYE                                                         
“Beginnings always 
hide themselves in 
ends”

DIRILA L SANGTAM                                                    
“You make fun of my height 
which I cannot change but 
I’m sure you can do some-
thing about your Common 
sense which is in all Aspects 
shorter than my height.”

LOTSUCHA L 
Goodbye now to my                               

Beloved young College 
days.

AROJXMIR 
Fall in love with the 

Process of becoming 
the very best version 

of yourself.                                       
 

THEJANINO KHATE                                                    
KSCJ – A decision I 

would never   Regret 
making.                                                                       

MHONO NGULIE
SMILE…. It increases 

your face Value!              

MANINI 
“ Ancient deity 

(self-diagnosed) with 
existential crisis” 

K2NI NAKHRO 
How can I sum up my                          
Amazing time here in such 
A short space? I’ll never 
Forget these great years                       
With all of you. My sen-
tence               Is up. 
I made it!#Avocado…                  
Ugga mugga

IMCHANULA 
May we always cherish 
the joy Of friendship, good 
food, good Books and 
memorable Memories. 
Thank you KSCJ for giv-
ing them all. Cheers to the 
class of 2022!      
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Sharon H Sumi 
“Dk if I’m glad that it’s 
over or if I’m not glad 
that everything that hap-
pened is real and not just 
a dream”

Nahpang Konyak 
“Life is meaningless 
without Goals” 

Aphro Chakre 
“It’s all about the mem-
ories and the new begin-
nings. I don’t know about 
you but I’m feeling the 
class of 22”.

WERI-U T. LOHE
“BE TOO BUSY IM-
PROVING YOURSELF”

TINEN 
The best way to predict 
the future is  to create 
it.  

ROKOTO KHATE 
“If you’re hungry, eat!” 

MHALO L TUNGOE                            
Lets finish what we 
started.

Talirenla 
“If no one comes from 
the future to stop you 

from doing lt then how 
bad of a decision can it 

really be?

Pretso Rabvo 
“Baise Toute Le 

Monde”

Mukuzo 
Mama told me not to 

Judge others”

Areni Arche 
“You get a strange feeling when 
you are about to leave a place. 
Like you will not only miss the 

people you love but you will 
miss the person you are now at 
this time and this place because 

you’ll never be this way again”

VIDISENUO BELHO 
My surname said : 
‘Fries Before Boils’                                                    

SEYIEPFULIE 
“And so the adventure   

Begins”                                                                        

PREWEU KHUTSOH                        
“Fortune favours The 

bold”
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Shulen Ngonyen 
It is okay to be a glow 
stick, sometimes we 
need to break before we 
shine.

Nouneno Kire 
Wherever  life plants 
you, bloom with grace.

Nongwang P Konyak 
Behind every successful 
woman there is a sub-
stantial amount of TEA.
TEA is a bae type…

Neha Gurung 
Little by little, day by 
day, what is meant for 
you will find its way.

Maopo Jorlymn 
Difficult doesn’t mean 
impossible.

Conorsunep 
Your future is only as 
good as the work you 
put in to it. Future doesn’t 
make themselves, you 
have to create them.

Viki 
“Sometimes when I close 
my eyes I can’t see”

Suilung
There will always be 

rocks in the road ahead 
us. They’ll be stumbling 

blocks or stepping stone; 
depending on how you 

use them.

Satemnaro
So… what’s everyone 
wearing to the second 

civil war?

Mezhukhrietuo
“I don’t know if you 

know this about me or 
not, but I’m kind of a 

big deal.”

Neiputshekho Zhunyu
Dream. Execute. 

Achieve.

Meyinaro 
Make use of the 21/90 

rule. A habit takes 21 
days, and a lifestyle 

takes 90 days.

Kuvemolu Rhakho 
Grow beautifully from 

where you are planted.

Viseto Ngulezhii 
“If it’s not letting you 
grow, It’s time to let 

go”
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Asapokla Jamirtsur 
Thank you to all my 
fans!

Tsupihmew 
“Have excitement is life 
too but see your goals 
and note there is a 
judgement day. So BE-
WARE!”

Nzamo 
A great Indian martial 
artist (Sanjay Dutt) 
once said, “arigato 
gozaimasu yaksoku-
mede”

Maheukielong
To start working for 
success, you decide 
it’s ”Day 1 or one Day”

Kotsho Wetsah 
“Expect nothing. Ap-
preciate everything”

John Joshur
Doctor at  10.
Engineer at 12.                                                         
Geologist at  graduation.                                            
Now I’m planning for 
scientist, if you know you 
know…”

Alila 
“OUTTA MY WAY PEO-
PLE!!!!!!...”

Dingdi 
“When life shut a door, 
open it back up. That’s 

how door works”

Varemi
Goodbye everyone, I’ll 

remember you all in 
therapy :)

Mechienu Richa
If things feel  unsure right 
now, take tiny steps in the 

right direction but know 
that in your heart you 

were once a KSCJian , 
you will be okay.<3

Mongsai 
“What do you Love so 

much that you forget to eat 
when you’re doing it?”

Lanuienla 
Memory is a funny thing. 

When I was in the scene I 
hardly paid it any attention. 
I never stopped tp think of 
it as something that would 
make a lasting impression- 

Haruki Murakami

Kikasangla 
“Treat others the way 
you want yourself to 

be treated.”

Dzuthovolu nienu
“A diamond is a chunk 

of coal that did will 
under pressure”
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Vipao Lea
“Sometimes life maybe sad, 
sometimes happy, sometimes 
lost and sometimes hopeful! 
But whatever happens always 
remember, at the end of the day 
it’s night! Have a good night!

Philomina Rutsa
With the painted lilac sky 
August breeze and amber 
trees, I took twenty-one  
steps Towards the Birch 
tree Let’s embrace meta-
morphism With hope, faith 
and resilience!

Vungthungo
When pride comes, 
then comes disgrace 
but with humility comes 
wisdom.

Sentitula
‘I studied rock for three 
years and ended up 
treated as one’ like you 
know pathor treatment.

Nesse 
“Cogito Ergo Sum 
though taking L’s ev-
erywhere”

Metso-ü Chirah 
uh..it is what it is (rock 
bottom voice)

Ikaho Wotsa 
Hi!

Neingumezo
“As long as you believe 

in yourself, there will 
always be a way for 

you”

TIANG SHIO 
“THE PRESENT IS A PLAT-
FORM BUILD AS YOU SEE 

FIT. NO PLANS, ONLY GOD-
SPEED. NO FUTURE, ONLY 

IDEAS AND WE’VE MADE IT 
THIS FAR”

Yhunkenye 
“Love the life you live”

Sunjenbenla 
Wherever life plans 

you, bloom with grace.

Ruthy 
“Soon to be your 

colony aunty”

Javala
KSCJ has taught me the 

art of diversifying my 
life’s experiences and 

getting out of my comfort 
zone inorder to have better                  

stories to tell.

Lemtongtuden Ozukum 
“Kaizoku oni ore wa 

Naru!!”
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 Kezhasekho Peseyie 
“In a world where you 
can be anybody be 
kind” 

Hengwale Kent 
“College life is the best 
time in your life, is a short 
sentence with an abun-
dance of beautiful and cra-
zy stories lies inside it. And 
each person with unique
stories written in it” 

Arhenle 
“Take a chance on some-
thing new, something that 
you would never do” 

Dotener Ozukum 
“If you were the audi-
ence of your life, what 
would you want the 
story to be like?” 

 Keleu Tsuhah 
”Can’t really argue, but 
numbers are medicine 
to theorems” 

 Vivi  Kinny 
“I am fighting to get 
through now as a learn-
ing experience far be-
hind you” 

I Hongmao 
“No matter how happy 
I seem to be at a par-
ty, with friends, laugh-
ing, dancing taking pic-
tures…. just know that I 
want to go home” 

 Kivitoli Aye 
“What would you do if 

you knew you would 
fail? Keep the fire in your 

heart burning along the 
way”.

Ilungbuing Meru 
“Just because you 
are a trash doesn’t 
mean you can’t do 

great things. It’s 
called Garbage can,  

Not Garbage cannot.                  
#dream_big 

 Civotalü Khesoh 
“There is no sincere 

love than my love for 
lassi” 

H Bolivi Swu 
“Relax, you will graduate. 
You will get a job/create a 

job.  You will find love.  You 
have an entire life”. 

Ilo S Zhomomi 
“Like RM said, I have 

come to love myself for 
who I am, who I was 
and for who I hope to 

become” 

Yizierangbe Kuame 
“I was Jack, Math was 
Rose and Corona was 

Titanic. No doubt!! 
Best among the worst” 

Meyisangla Aier 
“College life is 

the best thing that                      
happened because I have 

unexpectedly met the 
best people here” 
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Mathotmi Yangya
Don’t let the bad in others 
destroy the good in you”

Vilotoli V Sumi 
“Let your Dreams be 
your Wings” 

Khumdile Y Sangtam 
Humour is not funny, humour 
is something Funny is a joke, 
sometimes silly. Comedy is 
deep and connected to trage-
dy; Comedy could be deeper 
than tragedy, in my view”. 

Vikhotonu Lcho 
“Met the best people  I 
might actually miss 
them  This one’s for you 
all  Whatever you do, al-
ways give 100%  Unless 
you are donating blood” 

Sentilemla Tsudir 
“The world only exists 
as big as your eyes. 
You can make it as 
big or as small as you 
want”. 

Naongsenti Chang 
“Bruh, I am a corona 
batch” 

Krotinyi Medeo 
“A man with less Words 
is like a woman with big 
Boobs.   Siuuuuuuu….!!!” 

KEVISEVOL THORE
Wish I could start from first 
semester all over….but I’m 
grateful for all that has hap-

pened and my prayer is that I 
can get over feeling regret.

Sentisenla Lusang 
Pardon me if I forget 

your name” 

 Bunty Singh 
Infinity tag nahoi Gena 

infinity sign @viru @along 
@bunty (Team Infinity) @

kscj_armywing_ncc @
kscj_airwing_ncc @

mathematics_dept_2019 
@kscj_basketball_team                                         
All GLORY to God for the 

Amazing Journey.  

 Vitsono Sothu
“Appreciate where you 

are in your journey, 
even if it’s not where 

you want to be. Every 
part serves a purpose” 

Prolozhü Kema 
Do you have a plan?  I 

don’t even have a “pla” 

 Megono Tase 
“Everyday is a second 

chance,  grab it” 
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Swuli Chishi
“Life is a promise, fulfil it”

SUPONGNUKSHI 
‘Oh me…uhh… I 
was just a Glitch in 
the Matrix of Physics                                                           
Department (2019-
2022). 

NEIKHRIENUO ZATSU 
“She is clothed 
in STRENGTH   
and DIGNITY”                             
~Proverbs 31:25                                                                                                           

KEDO YHOSHU                              
“ I am tired of putting 
my   pictures if you 
want to see  me come 
to my home”      

EUNICE N CHISHI 
I got a haircut and no 
one noticed 

CHETEI P PHOM 
If a large man tries to put 
you, in a big  bag don’t 
worry. I told         San-
ta that I want you for                   
Christmas.

KHEKAHO ACHUMI 
“Aaha! Finally Af-
ter 9 Years, A Piece of 
Printed Paper called                                                               
Degree. Am I Happy Now 
?Naaah..”

TEMJENNARO PONGEN
“The time has come 

and its going nowhere”                                                            

SUYIM JAMIR 
“Physics and Tea is the 
best combination ever!!                                                                   

Ask my friends”

SHIKATO 
I DON’T WANT 

TO SUBMIT                   
ANYWAYS *KEDO 

NOOB 

MD MOSTHAQUE AHMED 
KHAN                                             

Stop being soo romantic                                                   

I LIPOKYANGER IMCHEN 
“I’ve got 99 problems 
and   420 Solutions.” 

TOKI V SUMI                                                                                                  
“Wake up determined, 

go to bed satisfied”                                               

HIVINO K SWU 
“While I breathe, I 

hope.”                      
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VEMELE HIESE VADEO                                                       
“Drain out bad energy, forget 
the bad memories” 999
-Jarad Anthony Higgins

ROOSVELT B KIKON 
“If tomorrow isn’t the 
due date ,today is not 
the do date”     

MOAMANEN JAMIR                                                   
“ I guess we all lost 
some, gained some 
and learned some”                                                                      

LIMANUKSHI PONGEN 
I’m not great at the 
advice. Can I interest 
you in a Sarcastic 
comment?

KEREIBINUO SENOTSU                                                                  
Wherever life plants, 
bloom with grace.                                                                                                                                           

CHODIVINU KENNAO                                               
If no one comes from 
the future to stop you 
from doing it then how 
bad of a decision can it  
really be.        

TEMJENSANGBA   
When it hasn’t been 
your day, your month 
or even your year.                                 
~Friends 

VESHEKU NIENU 
“Let the good times 

roll, go wild for a while 
With the homies”

TIANUCHET KICHU                                                          
Life is like a DOTA, 
sometimes   you’ll 

need support, 
sometimes  you’ll 

be the support.                                                                                                                                         

ROHON D SANGMA                                                 
90s Kids are cool Kids                                                

M LAMLEM PHOM                                                        
There’s a lesson in 

every downfall and a 
check of once  pride in 

every success.

KIKRUNEINO PESEYIE 
“Feeling gratitude and 

not expessing is like 
wrapping a present 

and not giving it”

JAMIDI LONGKUMER                                            
“If somebody ever ask 
you to do something, 

do it really bad so you  
never have to do it 

again”

ZAKIEKOLIE SUOKHRIE                                            
I’ll will be back    

- For Backlog                                                                                                                         
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CHANGKUMLA C 
The happier I get, the 
less  I can see.

VETSUNO LOHE 
“Remember to live in 
the Moment” 

SHOKOM SALIM 
They say Good things 
takes time so I was al-
ways late for class.                                                                               

NEIPEDINUO KENGURUSE 
“ Gonna try for M.sc to 
delay unemployment 
for two more years” 

LIMASANGLA
Embrace the chapters 
of  your story.                                                                                                                      

KATILEMBA KICHU 
“Light travels faster than 
sound, this is exactly 
why you should smile 
first, before saying ‘Hi’.”

CHUBANUNGLA  
“ Took up phys-
ics to avoid maths                                   
but didn’t know 
that they were                                    
siblings”  

CHICHEMBI SANGTAM
“It’s never enough” 

W SHEIWANG K
“ I don’t know where 
I’m going but I’m on 

my way”

UNICE PHUCHO                                                            
I’m not wearing glass-
es  anymore. I’ve seen 

enough.                                                                                                                                  

SEIMINLUN HENGNA
“ No one but you decide 
how You react, and your 
reactions are the bricks 
by which you build the 

life that you want.” 

MEDOZELHOU PESEYIE 
I’m never learning 

anything ever again. 

KEZHAZAU SEKHOSE                                             
Chase your stars, life 

is short.                                                                                                                                         

 IMDENER  
“Would I rather be 

feared or loved?  Easy. 
Both. I want people to 

be feared of how much 
they love me.”  

-Michael Scott (The 
office)
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Ketholeno Khikhi 
“Do not judge, or you too will 
be judged.”

.Toli Zhimomi. 
“Every end is a new be-
ginning.”

Anongsongba I
“Never forget, you’re 
somebody’s reason to 
smile. Because you are 
a joke.”

 Naroinla 
“If I’m hungry, the 
probability is I’m so 
mean I have no standard 
deviation” # Kuch Maza 
nahi ayaa bhaii.

Khawang H Konyak 
If you don’t take risk 
you can’t create a fu-
ture.”
[Monkey. D. Luffy]

Thungdemo
“Whatever happens 
in Jotsoma stays in 
jotsoma.”

TEMJENNARO PONGEN                                                
I’m approachable, I swear :)                                               

KHRIZOTA THULUO 
“Stuck between 

F.R.I.E.N.D.S and The 
Office.”

ADONO NAGI 
“A journey of a thou-

sand miles begins with 
a single step.”

NOPINU PUSA 
“My 3 years journey has 

come to an end but I’m 
glad to have known so 

many great personalities, 
coming to a conclusion 

questioning myself what 
to do next?”

Chubasanen Walling
“Work hard in silence; 

let success make ur 
noise.”

Chumlanthung Y Kikon 
“All that stands between 

the graduate and the 
top of the ladder is the 

ladder.”
-Newton D Baker.

Muratoli
“Be authentic!!

An original is always 
worth more than a 

copy.”

H RADOYIO CHISWUTE 
“ You miss 100% of the 
shots  you don’t take’- 

Wayne Gretzky”
 - Michael 

Scott(The Office) 
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Lochumi R Lotha  
“Go to the extra mile, 
it’s never crowded”. 

Hongsayemjong  
“There is a lot of 
waiting in lines around 
here!” 

Afsana 
Two roll numbers behind 
mine exists the little 
princess whose threat 
worked.

Thungdeno Humtsoe 
“Some of God’s great-
est gifts are unan-
swered prayers.”

Senjumroni Kikon 
As Namjoon once said 
“We all gonna die one 
day but not today, 
maybe tomorrow.”

Muku Kapfo 
“Futures don’t make 
themselves, you have to 
create them.”

Lemkhiung Yimchunger 
“I think my college life 
ended with a constant 
tension between trying 
to catch the college bus 
and the urge to not want 
to pay the sumo fare.”

Lovi 
“I’m still thinking…..

( Mio *inserts mio 
footprint*)” 

Khiubon Newmai
Three Mentally unsta-

ble years of my life  

Ellen Konyak 
Cherish your yes-

terday, Dream your 
tomorrow and live your 

todays 

Tiakumzuk Longchar 
“If you can dream it, you 

can do it.”

Shetseilu Chizo
“People often underes-
timate how much I will 

inconvenience myself to 
prove a point.” T.S~

Peteneizo Khro 
“We are shaped by our 
thoughts, we become 

what we think.”

Mariam Chunglim 
“My book of mistakes 

taught me the most and 
made me the person I 

am today….”
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Mhazilu Phesao 
Congratulations on getting 
through the easiest part of 
life. 

Khrurhii Movi 
Be CONSISTENT, 
achieve SUC-
CCESS, and acquire                              
SATISFACTION! 

Honken A Konyak 
The saddest part is saying 
goodbye but you know 
what’s the best part? 
Saying goodbye to *Aish 
aji vi ki laga von a*. 

Chuliam 
“You will face many 
defeats in life, but 
never let yourself be 
defeated” 

Visayieno Ngukha 
The lesson learn with 
pleasure are unforget-
table!!! 

Mungom Phom 
“Make yourself the 
best and destiny will 
do the rest” 

Lungmei T Phom 
~We are two peas in a pot 
;)~ 

Mudonelu Khusoh 
Memories of college 

may fade as the years 
go by but they won’t age 
a day. APES TOGETHER 

STRONG. 
KSCJ, THE BEST! 

MESUNU 
‘IT’S TIME TO SET-
TLE DOWN, MAKE 
A CHOICE, PICK A 

LANE” 

Kevirhunuo 
Life is short so are my 

semesters…Enjoy” 

Hokavi Swu 
You got your passion, you 

got your pride but don’t 
you know that only the 

fools are satisfied? Dream 
on, but don’t imagine 
they’ll all come true.

Wetchetsho-U Khalo 
The batch where college is mostly 

experienced by sitting infront of 
the screen and your bedroom 

has replaced your classroom but 
that has taken us to complete our 
most awaited and important task.                   

Happy graduation to all

N Khile Kath  
In the end, we are 

only tiny frightened                                  
animals, doing our best 

to survive amid other tiny 
frightened smile.                                       
  ~James Hollis.

M Chinge Konyak
Finally its time to give 

a thought for my aim in 
life AGAIN???
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Kidinzaiwiliu 
Never lose hope 

Kevilhounyu keretsu 
I wake up at 10:00 A.M 
for 9:00 A.M Class 
  

Choyine Lohe 
“You are proof that 
evolution can go in re-
verse” 

 Abotoli  
“The most productive 
parts of your life will 
not always be the 
prettiest” 

Sekusalu Sapuh  
Live the way you Love  

Niweiu Thahu  
“Though our begin-
nings may be humble, 
may the endings be 
prosperous”

Nchumbeni Kikon 
“Still alive and breath-
ing”   

Menekunu Ltu 
“Apes Strong together”  

Khriesituo Khamo 
“Never raise a tide, be a 

smooth ocean so people  
will like to sail on you” 

~khriesituo khamo 

Kaimang Chuba
“ No 3G, No 4G, No Modi-

ji, Only Rahul Gandhiji & 
Zoology” Disclaimer: The 
punchline writer is not a 

Congressman but a pure 
Zoologist.

Bemang M Chang 
“You are a Masterpiece 
designed with Detailed 

Uniqueness.” 

Sungjemlila Jamir  
“I’ve already forgotten 

everything” 

Putuinla Longchar  
I was forced to write 

and submit  
 

Neshelu  Kezo 
I take a look back at what 

I’ve left before I tilt my head 
to look forward. My eyes get 

hypnotized. My mind turns 
on the series of flashbacks, 

reminds me how I’ll treasure 
what I’ve left. 
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Phamngam Konyak 
“Apes Together Strong” 

Mongam K konyak 
“Apes Together Strong”  

Jemson Keisham  
“Apes Together Strong” 

Asizo Sekhose 
“Apes Together Strong”  

Sentiwati Pongen  
“If you can’t change Your 
Habit, Then You Can’t 
Change Your Life…If You 
Want To Change The Look 
of Tomorrow, You Need To 
Start Today.”  

Rongsenkangla 
I was lucky__I found 
what I love to do early 
in life. 

Neangmei 
I think panda is my spirit 
animal.  Lazy, dark circles and 
always hungry! 
 

Phisalu  
Well, I’m not usually 

one for speeches. So, 
Goodbye.

MUZIVELU PURO 
Imagination, is our inner 

child and creativity, it’s 
playground. Loving your 
inner child helps you re-

member your innocence. 
Live your inner child. 

Lina yeptho 
“Apes Together Strong”  

Ate-u Thale 
“Apes Together Strong”  

Temjenyongla Longkumer  
The person right next to me 
is the actual living breathing 

sister of JUDAS!!! She literally 
betrayed me and wrote on her 

own and I literally have nothing 
to write but this on my year 

book :)  

Rokongunuo 
“ Who’s Elaine?” 

Nginjah Konyak  
I have a mitochondrial 

joke but there’s no 
power in it 
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Mhalezonuo
“My Journey in KSCJ  did 
not only taught me An-
thropology but also alot 
about myself. Grateful for 
the journey especially for 
the last spring! “

Kohlila Sangtam 
“Funny ekta lekhiwi” 
~Tsa
 

Keyosenu Kotso
“Everything shall pass, 
be patient!”

Chathavizo Vakha
“Ahhh... No more 
scholarship!!!”

Akhrieno Gwirie
“Seven Years!! Yes! 
Memories to be cher-
ished forever...
Thank-You KSCJ”

Tonchingkhumla 
Hey…Can I just skip 
that… 

Ponghai
“Apes Together Strong” 

Mhasimeno Peseyie
“Sometimes we’re so 
focused on getting to 

the top of the mountain, 
that we miss out on all 
the magic that is in the 

journey along the way.” 
~MTL

Mezizo Swiho
“Just smile and things 

will be better.”

Khrienuito
“The sun will rise and 

we shall try again.”

Kevikiebi-i Nakhro
“Don’t worry if you’re late 

for class. Good things take 
time bro.”

Akumtong Imchen
“To be honest, the best 
lunch verse 12:01-30, 

‘Tsükhru’ and ‘Cinderella 
syndrome’ is how we did 

Three semesters in a span 
of one year”

Zupeng Phisugho 
“Apes Together Strong”  

 Rukuvelu 
“Apes Together Strong”  
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Tajensangla Jamir
“The next quote is a lie.”

Seziiwe-ii Rhitse
“Let the world move 
you a bit, it’s okay, 
you’re anchored.”

Pakendiliu Malangmai
“Do not only aim to 
become a successful 
person but be a bet-
ter person in value to 
people,  because that’s 
what life is.”

Chingmeiloipa Phom
“See Kids!!  I Told You, 
Your Dad Was Cool In 
College.”

Tümüzo Katiry
“Mr. Stark, I don’t feel 
so good.”

Nyawan T Konyak
“The fusion of KSCJ, friends & the 
surrounding aura are the essence 
that represent a perfect definition 
of scrumptious Salad Bowl.”

Suhrhohulu Nakro
“Simple. It ended well.”

Sanju Kumari
“Without being attached 
to the fruits of activities, 

one should act as a matter 
of duty; for by working 

without attachment, one 
attains the Supreme.”

B. G: 3.19

Nuvevolii Rhakho
“What a plot twist 

college life was;-)”

Tsuno Lam
“ For the endless Love, 

Guidance and sleepless 
nights

~To all my Professors 
Efcharistó till we met 

again”

Yeilong C Phom
“And quote toh... must 

have to think”

Rokovise Pier
“Simoho Uwe”
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Ketoulhouvinuo
“The previous quote is 

telling the truth.”

Therila Rudy
“No rain, no flowers.”



Yangerjungla Walling 
“Introspection 
Dissolves Ego” 

Priya Gupta 
“A good choice today, 
will lead to a better to-
morrow”

Neikehenuo 
“You’ll grow beautifully 
in your own way - Dhi-
man” 

Hebika Swu 
“without Google I 
wouldn’t be graduat-
ing...”

Chungstali 
“The world makes 
way for the man who 
knows where he’s 
going.” 

Toshikali Shohe
“No more negative 
self-talk, you’re doing 
great”

Vedulii Medeo
“Finish well in life!”

N Lemla Mary Konyak 
“Challenges makes life 

interesting and over-
coming them and what 
makes life meaningful.”

Somi Seb 
“Nothing to write this 

time, Last time they 
miss me out.” 

Niuchom. K 
“So skeptical about 

everything that is why I 
had no quotes to chop. 
I’m at that point in life”

Keneizenuo Natso 
“Five years, blessed 
beyond deserved.”

Kevisede Savino 
“I don’t have a pen or 
paper, but I still draw 

attention…’Still waiting 
for my B.Sc Security 

Deposit’//”

Elizabeth 
“Classmates I will 

be waiting for your 
wedding invitation and 

girls for your brides-
maid!!!!!”

Visedenuo Dzuvichu
Wherever life plants, 

you bloom with grace.
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Atole T Thirah 
“I have lived life under two cat-
egories: ‘I do not jump for joy, 
I frolic in doubt’ and ‘For ev-
erything that Pat does right, HE 
does 5 things wrong’.” 

Tshokoii Dienu 
“Everyone got different 
ways of learning, learn-
ers want everyone to 
be treated equally”

Keneizienguno Nakhro 
“the ones who fails to 
appreciate the journey, 
Will never truly value 
the destination”

Nchumthung 
“Over before we knew 
it”

Neikhriehunuo Theiinuo 
“You are the light of the 
world.” 

Mhalezotuonuo Mechiilho 
“you are the author of 
your future”

Imotila T Longchar 
“And so the adventure be-
gins...” 

Khrowupe Keyho 
“My wish? …..<To 

be Sir Theja in my 
next life>……XD                        

(Because She adores 
him)”

ARILO NGACHU 
“Life is a lot more 

fragile than we think.              
So you should treat oth-
ers in a way that leaves 

no regret. Fairly and if 
possible, sincerely. – 

Haruki Murakami”

Kenyuru Tep 
“Putting an end to my 

crush! Lol!”

Epi Enie 
“They asked me to 

write something. So 
here it is: Something”

Monorhu Rume 
“life isn’t about finding 

yourself, It’s about railing 
yourself”

Erenbeni Ezung 
“Experience the life 

when you are given the 
chance to live because 

life is uncertain.”

Temsutola 
“if you can dream it, 

you can do it.”
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Neiphrezonuo Tsiekha 
“The only person you are 
destined to become,is the 
person you decide to be. 
“

H Topika Kinimi 
*_Will Remember You 
Always_*

Tonge Y 
The most beautiful mo-
ment is yet to come. 

Yolo Jingtshiri 
“The only way to learn 
is to live – Matt Haig”

Seyiesino Chale 
“To live the rarest thing 
in the world. Most 
people exist, that is all. 
– Oscar Wilde”

Nangshikala Jamir 
“I think it was 
more difficult to                                    
understand the weather 
of Jotsoma, than the 
Rocks”

Lydia W Yanthan 
“Growing Plants and 
plans only at this point. 
You should too” 

Angukavi Shohe 
*Master of Mathematics???* 

*Not even Close; 
Ciao!!!*

Honwang Konyak 
“The moment when 

you realize you’re no 
longer a student but 

unemployed.”

Roukouvituo Lese 
Thanks for all of the 

memories..i had the time 
of my life!!!miss u all..To 
the class below me:en-
joy as much as u can..

cherish it

Savizo Usoi 
Yesterdays are gone and 

tommorows are never prom-
ised so be good to    people 

around you. Being good to  
people is a wonderful legacy 

to leave behind

Yanvungthung C 
Ngullie 

“Too Lazy to think”

Neilasano 
“Perfection is found in 
accepting your imper-

fections”
- Bridgett Devoue

Meliteu Tsido 
“Announcement: Ofi-

cially a member of Ed-
ucated Unemployed… 
But for How Long???” 
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SENTIJUNGLA IMSONG 
“I can’t believe time flies but 
I still got a big forehead!” 

IMKONGTEMSU JAMIR 
“Alas! All in all, ‘twas 
black yet lovely”

IMDANGLEMLA LEMTUR 
“Excellency is not by 
birth, it’s a choice and 
we make it” 

RUOVIVONUO KIWE 
“The PATHOR, geol-
ogists never got to 
study”    
- Pathor of Physics 
Department 

Wanpoa C 

Ntsenyhun Kent
Do what is right, even 
when no one is watch-
ing

Arun Saru 
……….

IMNATULA 
“But as for you, be 

strong and do not give 
up, for your work will 

be rewarded”

UNUTA VENUH 
“To Me by…

Imkong: Atah Nimok taste Kuridiwi na.  
Khaliba: (Exam time) Andazz Gumawi Ho Gumawi.
Sakuyuba: Pani Giri Ase Achi toh Bike 
Aninai Katemeren: Be Water my friend, be water. 
Limasunep: Fake Friends”

SUNGLA T 
“If there’s something 

worse than failure, it’s 
regret”

JANET JAISON 
“The person who succeed-
ed in tolerating PATHOR for 

5 years”

Neiprepe Lasuh 
“SAYOUNARA”

Yimkumwapang 
“Think Positive “
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Imtiyala Longkumer 
Gonna cherish the 
people, the places, the 
smiles and laughter, 
memories and pictures.

Aviva L Yeptho 
I wanna marry Dr. 
Adam Carlsen.... 

Wangshienla
Summing up: I SUR-
VIVED. 

Swedesale Ltu
Be who you are and 
say what you feel be-
cause those who mind 
don’t matter and those 
who matter don’t mind.  
-Dr. Seuss

Nuvezolu Khusoh 
I thought my final year 
dissertation would be the 
end of me
P.s Manchester United 
will not be playing in the 
Champions league.

Neichu-ü Ritse 
Life is a series of thou-
sands of tiny Miracles.

Amekali T Achumi 
Funny friend bante bante 
zindagi ko hi mazak bna 
diya, aur jo semester mein 
aag lagani  thi, woh toh 
zindagi mein lag gyi.

Lhouti Tsuzuh 
..at the end, you’ll see 

that everything does make 
sense...

Choko K Tara 
“Time is precious 

make sure you spend it 
with the right people”

Yimkasongla Ozukum
Life rarely plays by the 
rules. Before you say, 

“What did I do to deserve 
such misfortune!” think 

of all the times you found 
happiness when you had 

done little to deserve it.

Valo-u Venuh 
Twas a rollercoaster ride! 

Live every moment...

Pelesano Kin 
“If K-drama was a Core 

paper I would have topped 
it”. 

Neiphrekhonuo 
Dreams and hope. 

Keep it going.

Mutsihulu
“How’s life?” 

 So much panic, very 
little disco.
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Imnasunep Imsong 

2 years of college life, daily  morning alarm, decent clothes, 
waiting for the bus, ready to join the stupid gang of friends, 
entering into the class, making silly jokes, class hour snacks, 
silly fights, selfies, group photos, noodles masti after class, 
assignments, exams, dissertation & viva; everything hascome 

to an end but not the memories.
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Science College Kohima

Thy name we adore we do

To thee we come all in unity

Let us find the truth we seek

To the unknown as we go sailing

With our God as our Captain

Omnia Vincit Labor 

Let thy motto be our guide

COLLEGE
Anthem
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